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The ordered, set ways of an established society seemed
all too conventional and were to Roy ~ medIocre and
unexciting. Much of Calnpbell's behaviour can be
explained by this rebellion and disllluEio~... He
recognised no identity between him and 11is ne"v country
men and his response was defiance and rejection:

tI ••• the poet regards himself as a lonely
figure, a superb re bel at once the casti
gator and the outcast of the loutish tI

multitude who fear and reject him.

So also in 'To a Pet Cobra' Campbell identifies
hiInself with the feared and unwanted and derives
a warped joy from this isolation:

11 I too can hiss the hair of man erect
It

Because my lips are venomous with truth.

Seen against this background of maladjust
ment# Campbell , s association with the Fascists
becomes easy to explain. For the reasons are not
political in any real sense of the term. Campbell
scorned democracy but he was no politician. As
Wyndham Lewis says:

The Spanish Civil War was a challenge and the
prospect of defending the unpopular# of saving old
institutions# as he must have seen it# naturally
appealed to both the spiteful cynic and the adventurous
Romantic in Campbell. His conversion to Roman
Catholicism also played a part in deciding his
sylupathies.

The poelns o~ South Africa reflect an
aspect of Campbell that is often ignored. Apart from
the satirical poems there are such compassionate
poems as 'Tne Zulu Girl' and 'The Serf'. In the
former he surrounds his subject with symbols of
regeneration - the fields# the sucking child - and
discovers dignity and promise. As in 'The Serf' his
predicitions are at once a warning and a hope# tinged
inevitably with romanticism - grandeur# nobleness#
dignity and action# for this is Campbell's idea of
romance.

We see" then" a struggle agaInst stifling
injustices converted to self-pity at one stage (as
in 'Poets in Africa') sympathy in 'The S~rf' and
aggreSSive rejection in the poem 'To a Pet Cobra'.
In his struggle against the 'loutish multItude'" he
sent everything to battle# not least hIs poetry. Any
wonder then, that poetic values suffer sometimes in
the profusion of his rage?

Perhaps Campbell was prilnarily a
satirist, perhaps his poetry would have been violent
anyway. But we cannot ignore the facts of his ex-
perience.

When Campbell died in a car crash in
1957" after nearly thirty years of virtual self-exile,
he left behind him in addition to his superb trans
lation of Baudelaire, Bazilio and Grog, a passionate
indictment of S'Juth Africa and a revelation (un
conscious though he may have been of this) of the
torments and conflicts of an exile. Happier emigres
who have not shared his misfortune will nevertheless
understand nim onlY too well.

Of politics he has none# unless they are
such as go with a great antipathy for the
English 'gentleluan' in all his clubmanesque
varieties; a great attachment to the back
Veldt of his native South Africa; and a
constant desire to identify himself with
the roughest and simplest of his fellow
creatures in pub, farm and bullring. "
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" the poor girl who has dreamed of
freedom and nobleness, who has done,
as she believes, a generous, natural,
clear-sighted thing, finds herself in
reality, ground in the very mill of the
conventional. "

There is general agreement that Ignatius
Roy Dunnachie Campbell was one of the lnost sig
nLficant poets of his tilne. Whether we consider his
poetical work or his translations, Campbell' s place
in literary history seems quite secure.

Yet to many readers, Roy Campbell appears
as a violent poet, a lover of pain and suffering not
as Inatters for sylnpathy or indignation but as sources
of sadistic enjoyment. In support of this view are
the queer facts of his life - as a matador he partici
pated in blood-sports. And Campbell hardly improved
his image by fighting for Franco in the Spanish Civil
war. His ruthless attacks on the Georgian poets
were not well received either.

These facts of Campbell's life have in
fluenced the appreciation of his work very adversely,
But one feels that a fact ignored by his critics is
tnat Carn.pbell was a rebel. It was the restlessness,
the cynicism and the intolerance of one who felt that
ne had discovered the iniquitie s of Collective Man
that drove Campbell to the attitudes for which ne
was to stand despised.

Roy Campbell rebelled against nis own
fatherland, exiled himself in Europe, hoping for
better things. And if deductions can be made from
tl1e reactions of other emigres, he was disillusioned
bv the inadequacies of his new environment. One
recalls what Henry Jatnes wrote about one of his
own characters in a fairl v cOlnparable con text:
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from:"La Savane Rouge"

for the warrior-chief Karamadji, summoned
to a meeting, arrested and deported by the
French in 1916. This was the signal for
the Tuaregs to rise in arms.

G. Song of
U Mourning

o more milk in our tents, no more butter!
The milk-sops will go without sweethearts,
for maidens can choose no more
between painted hyenas and civets,
red lions and rabbits.

If Karamadji were here, they would not risk
being the delight of cowards who molest them

with offers.

Fily Dabo SISSOKO (1900 - 64), a Malian
was a teacher, orator, and the leader of the
"Progre ssive Socialist Party". He published
poems and sketches, his most important work
being "The Red Savanna" an autobiographical
scrap-book with the ingredients of a novel,
heavily lined with the fruits of his extensive
reading in ethnography and travel literature,
and his researches in the colonial archives.

After teacfuing in various towns in French
West Africa, Sissoko was transferred to Dori
in present-day Upper Volta, half a year after
the historic uprising of the Tuaregs in the
Gurma region in 1916. The "Red Savanna" is
the country near Dorl, drenched with the
blood of the valiant desert rebels.

It 1s 13th March, 1916, a fateful 13th, like so
many of them. After two n ghts spent in bivouac· 1 d :\\'0

days of unsuccessful searching, the attack finally takes
place all of a sudden at noon, 'W hile the troop is rnarching.

Between the villages of Guiddoy and Boce, though
closer to the latter, at five 11liles' distance froIn a water
hole in a westerly direction, at the foot of dunes over
grown with prickly shrubbery, sleep the young Irnoochars:
the Middidagen clan, the Oodalen, the Kel-Gossi, the
Tinghereghedech, and the Lotomaten. They have sworn
to avenge Karamadji.

There are four nundred of them, arrned with
daggers, swords, and assegais presented to thern by
their moti.1.ers-in-Iaw. They are on their honour not to
hurl them at the enemy until they have counted his eye
lashes, while their stallions rear to give fair field to
their thrust.

The plain of Tinnalaback with its solid ground
stretches out to the west as far as the eye can see. It
is equally suitable for a charge or for a feigned re
treat, undertaken only to return in full force.

The attack is a complete surprise. The detach
ment has barely enough time to form a square. The
enemy charges forcefully at a distance of twelve
hundred feet. The machine-gun starts bellOWing
immediately, but it cannot halt the onslaught.

The Tuaregs arrive in groups of five to ten
horsemen; they thrust themselves upon the square on
all sides. Their violence increases from minute to
lninute. Tuaregs and colonials engage in close combat.

Thrown from his saddle, an Imoochar
approaches on foot and throws his dagger, before he
collapses right in the front-line of the square. Others
reach the square and drive in their assegais.

Rifleman Karmos Kousbe gets it on the fore
head. The point of the assegai comes out beneath
the nape of his neck; the weight of the weapon rivets
him to the ground. The most violent efforts to pull it
out are all in vain; he dies instantly.

Corporal Samba Diallo is struck in the fleshy
part of the shoulder; the assegai buries itself in his
chest, which fills with blood. He dies shortly after
wards.

Riflemen Figure Togo, Ahrnadu Kaoodo and
Ambuga Togo, and militia-man Toofado Coolibaly
are slightly wounded.

SISSOKO

The battle of
Tinnalaback

RETOL~

W.~.9
fRENCH
Translated

Willf~~d
Feuser

No more milk in our tents, no more butter!
The maidens will lose their charm, for never more
will the 'kohl' stay on their eye-lashes,
their eyes day and night overflowing with tears of

despair.
If Karamadji were here, they would cease

lamenting
and their faces would shine with joy.

No more milk in our tents, no more butter!
The milk-sops will go without sweethearts,
for a woman does not give herself to another woman,
a mare not indulge in a gelding's love-play.
They would rather remain the virgins they are,
to become in the other world the joy of the glorious

dead.
If Karamadji were here, . stallions would abound, 
champing the bit, hunting the buck and the ostrich.

No more milk in our tents l no more butter!
The maidens, their skin firm as pumpkin
and soft like a deer-skin filled with honey,
will lose their charms,
and the young men their sweethearts.

If Karamadji were here" cows would abound,
calves would run bleating behind with deafen

ing sound.
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The NE\V .LL\FRICAN was published in South Africa
during its first three years, 1962 - 4. Several
issues were confiscated by Security Police and
all back numbers were impounded \vhen the
remaining resident Editor escaped to the outside
world.

At the beginning the fire was aimed too high.
But soon the' 74 carbines and the machine-gun do their
bloody work. The charge falls. Twenty-six Imoochars
are lying dead at the limits of the square, some inside,
ru.n through with bayonets. One of them had a 174 carbine
and knew how to use it.

But the Tuaregs regroup under cover, charge
again, and are slain. A last group, two thousand feet
away, prepares for an attack. They are mown down by
machine-gun fire. At 12.30 the battle comes to an end.
It has lasted for half an hour.

The opponents were made up of !fa police de'
tachment of 136 men led by five Europeans on the one
side; on the other, of 300 to 400 Tuarag horsemen
leading 2,000 bellahs*, who were, however, too
far away from the scene of the engagement to inter
vene in time".

As the danger Is now averted, Karmos Kousbe
is buried on the spot with military honours. The
wounded receive first aid. During a half-hour's rest
new ammunItion is distributed. One thousand four
hundred and eighty cartridges have been fired.

The men proceed to an inspection of the
battlefield. Among the sixty-two "young horsemen of
noble birth who led the charge with a supreme contempt
of danger, and who fell within a radius of one hundred
metres around the square", the auxiliaries identified
the following:

Senaeerls, Chief of Middidagen,
A'Sarrhie and A ttaoodea., both sons of Mamadu

Ottam,
Abdilan, son of NIDiougui,
A ttaooki, brother of Sofiane,
El Moasi, son of Karamadji,
Assara, brothe~ of Senaceris,
Rameran;t son of Wandiedoo,
Atasibbia, son of Adawan,

and, finally, two nephews of Mamadu Ottam.
Two thousand five hundred feet away, in a

cheltered place, the auxiliaries count more than two
hundred corpses.

Departure. And another halt to besJow military
honours on Corporal Samba Diallo, who succumbed
during the march.

"The Tuaregs are redoubtable enemies who
should not be underestimated If a defeat is to be avoided.
They are admirable for their courage and their cavalry
charges with the utmost daring. Their assegai, when
thrown from a distance of fifty feet, is a terrible
vyreapon~'

on orders received before 31 st IVlay(Dort, 18th March 1916. The Captain com
manding the police detachment:
Signed: Fourcade. ) PRICE: £5. 5. O. ( $13) per volume

From: Fily Dabo Sissoko,
"La Savane Rouge"
Avignon, Les Presses
Universelles, 1961
(pp. 109-12)
Transl. by Willfreid Feuser

* Their former Negro serfs 'Nho had rallied to the
rebels (Translator's note)

ORDER NO\V TO:
The New African,
38 Great Smith Street,
London S. W. 1.
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THE CRISIS OF THE NEGRO INTELLECTUAL by
Harold Cruse: (William Morrow Press, New York: $8. 95)

In Vietnam, the United States troops use instru
ments. of war and' oppression that pierce the skin with
the minimum amount of external bleeding and the maxi
mum amount of internal haemorrhagingo The pain from
this particular weapon is severe: the death long coming.

And so it is back home. But the domestic in
struments of war and oppression are devastatingly more
subtle and sophisticated; the political and moral pain are
more blinding and psychologically destructive. Few of
the bludgeoned oppressed survive or understand what
is happening to them.

Harold Cruse, like Frantz Fanon, sees the
black man inflicted with a unique kind of political and
moral pain: intellectual haemorrhaging. Cruse has and
is struggling through it. And for the sake of black
liberators present and future Cruse has written master
fully, impassioned with historic necessity. For .....
"those who cannot remember the past are condemned
to repeat it". With this in mind and with the urgency
of the Black American situation, Harold Cruse presents
black intellectuals - old and new - with a critical
analysis of what went down yesterday and its effects
upon today and tomorrow. Cruse is intensely serious
and uncompromising. But so· is racism and black
oppression. Contradictions, black absorptions .. in
tellectual prostitution, personal vindications, etc. J of
the past have cancerously threaded through time and
ensnared the contemporary black intellectual in a web
of corruption, indecision and goalless politics (prag
matism).

Cruse understands the current conflict among
black intellectuals as germinating from two historical
perspectIves: the abolitionist-integrationist policies
of a Frederick Douglass as opposed to the natlonalist
black independence policies of a Martin Delany. The
19th century black intellectual failed to present correct
assumptions about black and white relationships. Hence ..
neither correct goals or meaningful programs were
passed on to their 20th century successors. Cruse
elaborates upon how.. because of the clear lack of dia
logue, the 20th century black intellectual is, for all
intents and purposes, the 19th century intellectual.

In the 20th century, America's domestic colon
ialism need not necessarily be sustained by overt acts.
Her domestic colonialism is perpetuated by covert
acts: by "strategies of dominance" via institutions
more so than individuals. Thus it is clear that the
revolutionary Afro-American intellectual and his con
cepts can be ripped from the heart of black communities
and either isolated, absorbed, ignored or destroyed by
the white power structure. Harold Cruse vividly and
bitterly (for he too was intrIcately and fervently involved
in unrealistic approaches to liberating blacks) descrIbes
the individuals.. groups and institutions whose souls
were violated or did the violating. In his analy sis the
enemy always was a complex of the Zionist-dominated
Communist Party of the 1930s through the 1950s, the
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whIte liberal-radical noncommunist Left enmeshed
within the racist power structure. As Cruse describes
event after fruitless and frustrating event, one begins
to focus upon the intricacies of the mosaic that con
fines and defines the Afro-American. One begins to see
the development of apolitical, ahistorical and anti
intellectual assertions as being the correct assertions"
not only for black intellectuals but for white intellectuals
as well. Cruse accurately accuses the old Communist
Party as being a destructive vehicle in every black
political attempt in the New Deal Era. He exposes the
white liberal culprit and his "negro" shadow, intimate
ly involved in stifling black cultural and economic de
velopment. He literally spares no one - dead or alive 
who could be considered part of the black intellectual
spectrum before 1967.

Harold Cruse's strong criticism of black in
tellectuals is both long awaited and vitally necessary.
Black intellectuals have been shucking and jiving for
too long a time. They are more concerned with their
egos, the white Left and white women, than with
striving toward black liberation. Their egocentric,
sado-masochistic adventures with the white Left have
corrupted the black intellectuals (and therefore the
Mov'ement) into pragmatic, conceited and opportun
istic counter-revolutionaries. Cruse explains that
America's issue-oriented, directionless and guilt
ridden white Left fostered and nurtured a "negro in
tellectual" conglomeration equipped with an emulating
protest mentality. This "negro" conglomeration felt
that Afro-American history was solely for historians
and Aptheker rather than for analysis vis-a-vis the
bUilding of a black ideology:

"Herbert Aptheker, the Marxist-Communist
historian, has played a very influential and
specific role in the fashioning of the Com
munist Party's Negro intellectual and cre
ative elite. The entire postwar generation
of Communists of the 1940s and 1950s was
educated on Negro History c'hiefly through his
writings. "
Through Aptheker' s Jewish eyes, the black in

tellectual saw only black progress through protest
without resistance. Aptheker's brand of history suggests
that the Afro-American must gain his freedom through
a class struggle /reformlst complex rather than revolution.

"Here was another side of the process of
'judaizing' of Communism. In fact It reflected
the aggressIveness of Jewish scholarship in
history and research to an extent that prompted
a rabbi at a meeting of the Theodore Herzl In
stItute to remark that American Jews no longer
represent a 'problem' but are now the leading
'problem SOlvers' of everybody else's minority
problems on the American scene. But here
as well is a result of the default of the Negro
intellectual. For we live in an age where many
of those who speak loudest about how deeply
they wish to see the Negro emancipated from
capItalist bondage can also conspire to keep
the Negro eating out of their hands - simply
by maintaining the grip of intellectual sub
serviapce and tutelage indefinitely. "
It is from this reality that Cruse begins dis

cussing the relationship between Afro-Americans and
Jews. The JewiSh dominance within the defunct civil
rights movement exists primarily as a buffer between
blacks and Anglo-Saxons and secondarily for the per
petuation of Zionism (i. e. Jewish NatIonalism) a
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:ruth that black intellectuals haye not corn to grips
Nith. Inst ad, they have be n lur d and wrenched away
:rom their people and reality

Harold Cruse has seen it necessary to confront
..vhat is real in order for th young Afro-Aln rican in
tellectual force s involved in corr et politico-cultural
struggle to begin to develop the historical-analytical
:oundation for a truly people-oriented Afro-Anlerican
iberation. What 0 s real is the a Oure oJ.. the b a k 'n

tellectuals of the 1930s to 1950s who struggled with, fOl
and against the White Left but in the final analy sis failed
to struggle for their people. The recalci tranc of
American racism and oppression today has be n the
reality of America since it was "disco ered" by
Christopher Columbus. Wo E. B. DuBois and Booker T.
Washington saw this reality but pragmatically camp ted
against each other in the true American tradition. Garvey
saw it but could not resolve his apolitical posture and
cultural contradictions, as Cruse explicitly details.

any of the black creativ intellectuals Crus
criticises saw and still see the urgent need for revolution
in Am~rica. The black intellectual crisis is not a thing
of the past. The short- sighted, irrelevant, apolitical,
anti -intellectual Baldwins and Killinses; the romantic
contradictions of Robert Williams, et al; the egocentric
exploitations of certain cultural groups are very much
part of the present. They are, in fact, the mainstreams
of contemporary black thought:

" , " the Black Power theorists are thrown
into a reformist muddle involving class as
pirations and economic power for the simple
reason that they have no recognisable basis
for economic power. To be brutally frank,
some do not even know what economic theory
is, while others do not want to be bothered with
it ... 0 Congenitally pragmatic to the core,
they are anti-intellectual 11

A case in point is Stokely Carmichael's and
Prof. Charles Hamilton's semi-apologistic and contra
dictory explanation of Black Power (see "Black Power"
review above). The book is about reform and not the
revolution Carmichael speaks of. In other words,
Carmichael and Hamilton have failed to face the reality
of the black man's situation in America. Once again
Cruse's criticism unveils the repetition of failures
and systematic absorptions of radical concepts. Because
of the prevailing protest mentality among blaCK intell
ectuals a slogan (Black Power) is first thrust into the
racist newsmedia and after considerable showbusiness
manship and white institutional and individual lash, a
Black Power "leader" attempts to define the slogan.
What results is a dilution of a revolutionary stance and
an apology for disrupting the integrationist-white
liberal establishment. The Black Power "leader's"
definition has a veneer of revolutionary militancy but
at the core it is another attempt at getting a piece of
that rotten American pie.

Black intellectuals creativity, say s CruseJ is

manifested within the Black Power Movement as a
jiminishing frenetic force. fIe is saying: "Damn,
brothers! Welve been through this shit before. How
many times must we go through it in order to understand
Nhat we must do?" Throughout his massive book, Crusefs
.lnderlying emotion is that of a true revolutionary. His
)assion of compassion is so intense that he often writes
.ike a man possessed with a personal vengeance on black
1istory and its crises-entombed intellectuals. His fervour
:0 confront his misdirected peers and their proteges in

dialogue has produced minor chronological and character
flaw s. The se will sur ly , but unrigh tfully, be aluplified
by thc,se brothers, sisters and whites Cruse has dared to
critic· se. They 'ill thro . 't back at h'lll in order to side
st p the Cl rshness and pa'n 0 truth. A Ro . Innes, for
example, would react by saying his West Indian back 
ground is politically and culturally irrelevanto Cruse
has poin t e d 0 u t that Roy Inn s i s on e of th 0 s e b 1a ckin -
t 11 ctuals who fal s ly flaunt th ir We st Indian her;. tage
, s a her'tag of r '0 tion' ~ S. Cl u se de scrib how the
Afro-We...,t Indian/Afro-Anl rican antagonistic tensions
have been xisting·n th bl ck in tellectual camp before,
during and after Marcus Garvey. Harold Cruse renders
West Indian revolutional'y superiority and its advocates
as simultaneousl ' divisi e and irrelevant o

In t le final analysis, Cruse is highl crOtical of
most black int llectuals who ha e influ nced tn black
struggle: from his friends to his staunch enelnie s. He
is lnost critical of the older intellectual brothe r s who
have experienced the \ arious postures of political pros
titution; of those brothers and sisters who see the path
toward liberation as r olutionary but refuse to reject
their material values and make the sacrificial leap into
revolutionary commitmento Of course, much of Cruse's
criticism is self-criticism. For he was an integral part
of the Communist Party 'Liberator' magazine, Harlem
theatre groups, etc. He inwardly feels that he is just as
guilty of neglect and misguidance as the black intellect
uals he criticises. From his experiences, eruse saw
the need for a definitive critique of the origins of Black
America's current intellectual crisis o Cruse calls for
the black intellectual to realise: (a) the sophistIcation of
American racism, (b) and, therefore, the absurdity of
integration, (c) that Black America can either have vic
tory or genocidal death, (d) that the immensity of our
struggle does not mean that our liberation is un....Lttain
able, and (e) that black intellectuals must help build
permanent revolutionary politico-cultural institutions
in tune with the needs of black people.

In sparing no black intellectual-activist from his
critical analysis, Cruse has presented an image of him
self as a one-man crusadero This is bado Cruse should
have written the book in conjunction with at least two or
three brothers. This would have alleviated much of the
harsh emotion-ridden criticism spewed upon one man o
More importantly, a team would have checked each
other's research for flaws and contradictions. Perhaps
because Cruse knew the urgency of the need for Black
criticism, he may have been imbued with justifiable dis
trust and the pdlitical expediency to s~y what had to be said.

The Word Is out. It will scathe the black nihilist.
It will expose the neurotic nationalist. It \\'ill deflate the
anti-intellectual all-American black reformist .. It will
once and for all reveal the white Left as one of the
Power Structure's most lethal anti-black weapons. But,
most importantly, eruse's book will motivate the black
revolutionary to embrace intellectual work as a basic
part of his life.

Harold Cruse is black poet Ben Caudwell' s 24-hour
Freedom Fighter who knows that white America oppresses
everywhere 24 hours a day. 'The Crisis of the Negro In
tellectual' was written out of this realisation. Not for ego
tIstical or vengeful reasons, but out of the revolutionary
concern for the young black intellectuals in search of a
past to survive the present in order to resolve the future
of humanity.



The second question is not raised) much less
answered. It may have been the assumption of the
authors that the question - and its possible answer - is
beyond the scope of the book or it is not a necessary
question. It is precisely because of the lack of guide
lines and principles for Afro-America's "historic van
guard" that we have a significant rise of black neurotic
nationalism relating only to anti-intellectualism, black
fascism and inconsistent short-term goals. It is
because this question has not been properly dealt with
that America's black liberation struggle has become
increasingly contradictory and corrupt.

Between 1961 and 1967 we have seen among
Movement people that powerlessness can corrupt
absolutely; manifesting itself in a myriad immoral)
apolitical and dehumanising forms. The Great Helms
man (Mao Tse-Tung) correctly assesses that one must
seek out those internal contradictions and begin to
resolve them before one is able to tackle the external
contradictions vis-a-vis the oppressor. The self
anointed "black revolutionaries" are actually counter
revolutionaries. They are, in fact, conscious and

COlnrnunity control, one of the early stages
of the quest for nationhood, is explicitly expresseu :n
the chapter concerning the l'Search for :\ev; Fornls '1 •
Carmichael and Hamil ton give US an historical anal} sis
of the significance of Harlern's 1. S. 201 se 1001 disp te
and the politics of Black Chicago's Salnlny Rayner.

Before Black community control, that "s
Black Independence, can be realistically achieved. Brothers
Carmichael and Hamilton formulate that a particular
kind of process must occur - if racism is to be annihilated.
It is the process of "Political Modernisation". Its
three lnajor concepts are: "(1) questioning old values and
institutions of the society, (2) searching for ne\v and
differen t form s of political structure to solve political
and econolnic problems, and (3) broadening the base
of political participation to include lnore people in the
decision-making process." In other words) political
modernisation is a radicalisation of a colonised people;
an educative process which allows for a people to
recognise the contradictions of ti1e coloniser.

But one must raise two crucial questions:
(1) does the process of political rnodernisation reveal
to the people the necessity of revolution, L e. J the
destruction - by any means - of the racist and exploitive
institutions) and (b) does the political modernisation
process create what Regis Debray (in'Revolution in the
Revolution? ') calls an "historic vanguard" which
correctly answers the question of starting a revolution
with or withou t the aid of a political party?
Clearly Carmichael and Hamilton answer the first
question:

" Black people will increasingly be active
as they notice that their retrogressive
status exists in large measure because of
values and institutions arraigned against
them. They will begin to stress and strain
and call the entire sy stem into question.
Political modernisation will be in motion.
We believe that it is now in motion. One
form of that motion is Black Power. 11

BLACK POWER - THE POLITICS OF LIBERA TIO~

IN AMERICA by Stokeley Carmichael and Charles
V. Hamilton) (Vintage Books, A Division of Randonl
House) New York: Paperback $1.95) Hardcover $4.95)

"It is e s sen t al tha tarev 01 uti0n ary k n 0 'Iv' h 0 vV to
interpret reality." (Fidel Castro)

As the Black Power lVlovement gathers
momentum it also gathers a motley host of self-
anointed "black revolutionaries" who seek to
fascistically wield power - even if it is the white
oppressors'. We see ideology and prograln being sub
stituted by revolutionary rhetoric and paranoid labeling
of who is "negro" and who is Black. We also see the
Black Liberation Struggle being moulded into a contemp
orary form of entertainment, What is occuring?
Brother Mao Tse-Tung would say that internal contra
dictions have not been resolved and a correct historical
analy sis of the Afro- American's struggle has not COlne
into being. In other words) we (Blacks) have not taken
care of the necessary homework of personal revolution
ary grooming. or have we started asking the right
questions) or stimulated a new consciousness of the
politics of being Black, Nor have we even formulated
new political structure s in which to expre ss it.

Brothers Stokeley Carmichael and Dr.
Charles V. Hamilton have begun to "ask the right
questions, to encourage a new consciousness and to
suggest new forms in which to express it, " Their
book is not the end in the development of the politics
of Blackne s s J nor i s it the beginning, F or there is
David Walker's Appeal (182 6-1829), at Turner's
Confessions) the writings of DuBois.) Marcus Garvey.)
Frantz Fanon.) Malcolm X and many others of the struggle.
We must see this book as part of a continuum in which
an Afro-American ideology of liberation is being formed
within the revolutionary context of the Bandung (non
White) world.

" Therefore our aim is to offer a framework.
We are calling here for a broad experi
mentation in accordance with the concept
of Black Power.) and we will suggest certain
guidelines, certain specific examples of
such experiments. We start with the
assumption that in order to get the right
answers one most pose the right questions.
In order to find effective solutions) one must
formulate the problem correctly. One must
start from premise s rooted in truth and
reality rather than myth. "
Hence, Brothers Carmichael and Harnilton

proceed to accurately describe White Power as a power
that dehumanises and colonises non whites. In a
smooth, analytical manner - as is the style of the
book - they define racism as both overt and covert;
as both individually and institutionally implemented.
From this basis, Carmichael and Hamilton expose the
colonial status of Black people as being manifested
through every institution in America.

The antithesis and solution to White Power
must be Black Power. A power base founded on tt •• , •

a sense of peoplehood; pride, rather than shame) in
blackness, and an attitude of brotherly) communal
responsibility among all black people for one another. "
That is, Black Humanism. An:! for this sense of a
"we"; this sense of nationhood that is essentially needed,
the Afro-American must control his cornmunity's
natural, man-made and human resources. Carmichael
and Hamilton implicitly say this:

rr
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The goal of Black self-determination and
Black self - iden tity - Black Power - is full
participa tion in the decision -lnaking
processes affect'ng the lives of Black
People and recognition of the virtues "n
thernselves as Black People. "
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unconscious "agents" for white America's oppressive
system. Thus.. if one is going to present a political
framework founded on the notions of Black Power" then
one - out of historical necessity - must find solutions
to the frustrations and corruptibility of black power
lessness.

The frustrations and corruptibility emanating
from the powerlessness of the White Left and the
decrepit "civil rights" movement have produced myths
about political coalitition along racial lines. Carmichael
and Hamilton extensively examine the three major
myths of black-white political coalitions from the
perspective of the affectations of racism and powerless
ness. The histori~ clarity of Carmichael and Hamilton
lead them to the proper conclusion that if a black-
white political coalition is to exist" it will be defined
and controlled by Blacks. They substantiate their
assertion through the discussions of the Mississippi
Freedom Democratic Party, the Lowndes County
(Alabama) Freedom Organisation - Professor Hamilton's
political theory put into political action, and a chapter
analysing the development of independent Black political
power.

Hence. it is the changing of Black people's
powerlessness into the power of Blackness and.. indeed"
the power of humanness that the politics of Black Power
must first confront. It is the struggle for self 
determination that develops" .... the habit of partici
pation, the consciousness to achieve" and the experience
and wisdom to govern". Carmichael and Hamilton- call
for the discarding of the coloniser's imprisoning values
and the creation of more humanistic values and more
meaningful morals.

" It means that these people (blacks) have
become selfless. Of course" we realise the great diffi
culty of being selfless among Black People, but we suggest
that as long as we give way to personality and the building
of organisation on personality rather than on principles
our plight will remain the same. This is the danger of
the Stokeley Carmichael or Rap Brown leadership cuI t.
Regrettably, we believe they have fallen prey to the cunning
system of constantly building up of our leaders to have
them destroyed and.. alas, our movements with them. The
history of this runs from Frederick Douglass, Booker T.
Washington, DuBois, Muhammad" Garvey" Malcolm and
we predict Brother Rap. It is our belief that we must
move away from the personality-cult toward organisations
built on principles, institutions and processes." (From a
pamphlet "What is the Democratic Liberation Party?"
September 1967" Washington, DC).

It is the Black intellectual, with the knowledge
of his people.. who is to create the organisation, the values
and the morals so vital to Black America's liberation.
Carmichael and Hamilton rightfully say that the Black
intellectual is coming home. But how and for what purpose
is he coming home? For the development of a personality
cult as mentioned above? Is it for Black Fascism" that is
actually self-genocide" which thrives on the paranoia of
romanticism? Or is it that the Black intellectual comes home
extravagantly revealing inferiority complexes through
narrowly perceiving Black culture as being both apolitical
and the goal of the Liberation struggle?

These questions and many more can only be
resolved through the struggle between the correct forces
and the incorrect forces within the Black Liberation
Movement. The book "Black Power" is an aid; a suggested
ideological framework for Black Liberators. This indis
pensable book unravels the evolution of the "civil rights"
movement into the revolutionary struggle for human rights.
It implicitly states that we (Blacks) are at war with white

America and this war need not be escalated to such
revolutionary heights as the Vietnamese struggle for
independence. Carmichael and Hamilton claim that if
those who are in power in America can see the politics
of Black Power " ..... as the only viable hope", then
the racial problems of America could be solved. But
it has been demonstrated time and time again - and not
denied in "Black Power" - that those whites who are in
power complemented by the cultural profundity of
institutionalised racism dictate that Black Independence
must be achieved through revolutionary struggle that
will eventually be enmeshed with the Third World's
revolutionary struggles. What we as Black People
want" and therefore what we are going to struggle for" is..
in the immortal words of Frantz Fanon, the creation of
" .... the whole man" whom Europe (and America) have
been incapable of bringing to triumphant birth .... What
we want to do is go forward all the time, night and day,
in the company of Man" in the company of all men .... "
(liThe Wretched of the Earth! pp.253-255).

Brothers Carmichael and Hamilton assert
that we are struggling within the dialectical process of
history and~ in the words of Regis Debray ("Revolution
in the Revolution? ") "No one has given a signal ....
This encounter is simply rational".

And it is within this context that one must
read about, understand and implement Black Power" ....
on the side of the Third World." Not only because this
is where the revolutionary action is. But because the
Third World struggle for Independence is also a struggle
to bring humanism to America and, indeed, to all of
mankind. sea

TRADE UNIONISM IN AFRICA by Jean Meynaud
& Anisse Salah-Bey; and translated from the French
by Angela Brench (Methuen, 6 3s o )

What makes African trade unionism unique?
Which features distinguished its patterns of develop
ment, and sharply set off this phenomenon from the
experience of labour organisations in the West?

For Professor Meynaud and Salah-Bey, many
factors were important here, but two observations
are fundamentalo Firstly, trade unionism is itself
so recent a growth in most countries of North and
tropical Africa (the post-war years represent the
'settling in' period for most labour movements in
the se areas). Secondly, its appearance coincided w ith
the crystallisation of nationalist struggles across the
continent - an event that radically transformed the
general environment within which the evolution of
African trade unionism has occurred.

The basic purpose which the authors set
for their discussion is at once both to explore these
patterns of growth and, from this back~round, to
clearly situate African labour movements against
the currents of development since independence. And
the particular 'currents' in which they are interested
are essentially political in nature, rather than
economic o Indeed, their basic argument stems from
the unsuitability of the classical concept of 'bread
and butter' unionism for the African context" (i o e."
by this concept, trade unions derive their lraison
d'etre' from their capacity to promote the workers'



interests. Unions must seek not simply first but
solely the economic kingdom, thus steering clear of
political involvements - a viewpoint, one should
add, often put forward in American studies of African
trade unions).

While recognising the economic stimulus
to the growth of African unions, the authors would
argue that the direct impact of forces external to the
industrial setting - e. g., colonial labour policie s,
the influence of the metropolitan unions, and
nationalism - has been so important as to make of
African trade union development a special case.

Of these, it was nationalism whose impact
was most far-reaching.. By providing the nascent
trade unions with opportunities to link economic
demands to political programmes, the nationalist
upheavals drew the labour movements into direct
political action.. The stage was set in turn for the
efforts of post-independence regimes to penetrate
and control the trade unions. Furthermore, given
the present low levels of industrial development,
African labour movements have remained without the
economic base necessary to make them a force to be
reckoned with. Only in exceptional instances have
they proved capable of preserving their autonomy in
the face of legal and political encroachments by the
new governments. Clearly the expectation implicit
in the classical model that once independence is
attained the unions will (or should) revert to their
primary economic functions is fallacious o

The authors' descriptive analysis looks
backward in time. Their central argument looks
forward and ultimately shifts from explanation to
prescription o At this level, the classical model
becomes not simply irrelevant: rather, the authors
suggest that economic development must necessarily
circumscribe the autonomy trade unions can expect 
and ought - to have: "To be more precise, the
economy can only be developed to the detriment of
the workers." (112) And:

"Can it then definitely be said that African
trade unionism is a faithful reproduction
'of its European counterpart? This
conception is not re alis tic. It combine s
the dangers inherent in the trade union's
role as advocate and those in the idea of
co-operation (i. e., with the new regimes)o
It seems to us, on the other hand, that
trade union integration into the govern
ment does, despite its risks, allow
economic progress to develop freelyo
Trade union activity can then be extended
to another field: to ensure that profits. 0 •

are equally distributed 11 (114)
This js perhaps a long way round simply to

suggest the moral purpose which informs this volume.
But such a tack seems necessary, for really the
discussion must stand or fall by their general argument.

It is not helped by the fair number of factual
errors, sketchy discussion and often superficial
analysis. Indeed, the only topic to which the authors
warm is the treatment of the role of the metropolitan
unions, and of the regional and international labour
organisations. But here the detail seems excessive:
in view of their main themes does such elaboration
really provide grist for the mill?

One point does demand attentionQ As their
introduction opens: tilt is our Intention in this study to
analyse the stages and lines of evolution of African
trade unions from its beginnings to the middle of
1965" - is the date a misprint? The original French
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edition appeared in 1963; if this version has been up
dated, shouldn it there be some indication from the
examples? In particular, there is no mention of the
Nigerian general strike of 1964; or of the general
.strike in Congo (Brazzaville) which brought down
Fulbert Youlou's government in 1963; or of the unionis
role (again 1963) in the overthrow of the Maga regime
in Dahomey. Such instances of trade union political
action would be relevant not merely to the general
interests of this volume - rather, ID terms of the
argument outlined earlier, they suggest grounds on
which it might bear reformulation o

In the summary prescriptions for African
political leaders (and trade union cadres), one
doubts the authors have had the final say; but to
this extent their study does pose issues requiring
consideration, and these themes are developed in a
usually thoughtful manner.
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DREAMS AND DEEDS: ACHIEVEMENT MOTI
VATION IN NIGERIA by Robert A. LeVine
(University of Chicago Press)

This is a timely and important book, marred
only by some problems of research and analysis.
Using a single case study it makes a substantial con
tribution to the reasons for differential rates of
change and Westernisation in various cultures in
developing areas. The approach is not the usual
economic or political one, certainly a relief to this
reader. Anthropological and psychological techniques
are used, thereby putting aside the fiction that
scholars in these disciplines cannot carry out re 
search on developing areas of practical import to
anyone.

The approach is deceptively simple; the
implications are grand. LeVine believes that
factors beyond resources, capital and manpower
make for differences in the rate of developruent of
peoples. These other factors are psychological
and lie in child-training practices that differ from
culture to culture. They are not racial but
personality factors within a cultural framework.
A crucial area here is achievement motivation.
Variations between cultures in terms of their
members' wish to excel play a major role in devel
opment differences, in degree and types of change.
Frictions between neighbouring cultural groupings
can result from these variations as they relate to
relative speeds of Westernisation.

What LeVine does is to test the level
and quality of achievement, using students' dreams
and essays, on the three major Nigerian peoples,
the Ibo, Yoruba and Hausa. lils approach derives
from the work on achievement of the American
psychologist, David C. McClelland. LeVine first
reviews aspects of the anthropological literature
on these three peoples. The Moslem Hausa of the
North, with traditional states, achieve through
attachment to persons holding office, advancing as
their seniors do and gaining power (and their own
following) in this manner. Economic rewards are
derived through holding office, through obedience
and loyalty to superiors in office, in support of
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a sy steIn of clientage.
The Ibo are at the other extreme.

Traditionally a stateless people .. living n'lainly in
southeastern Nigeria (now the embattled Republic of
Biafra), they achiev~ through individual enterprise
and action. While the Hausa gain wealth through
office, the Ibo gain office and political power through
the acquisition and use of wealth in occupational
activity. Obedience and loyalty to superiors is not
stressed as much as individual enterprise. The
Yoruba, a people witn traditional states in south
vv'estern Nigerian, lie between the Ibo and Hausa in
these characteristics. They show qualities of both:
independent occupational achieveIllent motivations
and clientage patterns.

Using McClellandos ~ Achievernent scale
( "a latent disposition to compete with a standard of
excellence . . .. (that) involves both a persistent
desire for such competition and an emotional concern
with it" -- page 12) as an index of the kind of achieve
Inent that is desirable in development, LeVine
predicts, on the basis of the ethnographic evidence,
that the Ibo will have IllOst individuals with this
quality., the Hausa the least, and the Yoruba will fall
in between. That is, the extent to which achieveraent
among the Iba is found rnakes the1l1 most receptive
to the present development process, the Hausa the
least.

The test of the hypothesis uses gralnmar
and secondary schoolboys froIn each of the three
ethnic groups. Each student selected was asked to
describe his most recent night-tilne dream and then
a drealll he remembered having luore than once. The
salne subjects also each wrote an essay on "What is
a successful Iuan?" and then on "How does a boy
become a successful man?" The assuJnption is that
the level and kinds of achievelnent nlotivation held
by persons "will be revealed by careful and systeluatic
anal)' sis of these materials.

In general the results of the tests confil'lned
the original hypothesis with sorne puzzling exceptions
which LeVine is able to explain away with t'easonald.e
success. Ibo have the highe st nU111ber of r~ .:\ ch· eve J Ilent
persons, the Hausa the lowest, the Yoruha stand in
between. The obedience and loyalty factors are in
general higher alnong the Hausa than the Ibo. LeVine
then tries to show the crucial role that cultural factors
·n child -training probably play. SOlne other possible
explanations of the difference in achievenlent, such
as the nature and length of \Vestern contact, are
discussed and discredited.

This is one of the 1110 st sy stelnatic social
psychological studies on a gross scale ever carried

out in Africa. Nevertheless, while I would agree with

LeVinets conclusions on the b~sis of my own anthro
pological research in Nigeria and the work of
others there are flaws in the analysis. Several
altern;tive explanations of the reasons for the
differences in achievement other than childhood
training are left undemolished although they are
discussed. The ethnographic data on the Hausa, on
which part of the original hypothesis is based, is
lilnited largely to a single area and luay not be
representative. There is luore clientage among
the Ibo than LeVine realIses. The selection of
the schoolboy sample is not totally sound. Yet
the total plan and pattern of the study is good.

The implications of thIs research, and
the work of McClelland, if true, are lllajor. One
101ght say" offhand, that you only have to be in
Nigeria a week to know that what LeVine is sayIng
Is true. "Why wrIte a book about it? It's common
sense!" There is something to be said" in reply,
In taking such lnatters out of the hands of popular
opiniators and putting them on a firm footing.
Also LeVine's vIews on achievement attack a
number of standard concepts: that developluent is
a matter of aid and resources only, and that all
peoples have the same basIc cultural capability
toward WesternIsatIon at this moment. At worst
his findings can be used as a sort of cultural
racism -- some cultures are less achievement
orIented and thereby "inferIor" in a Western
sense to others in terms of modernisation. But
LeVine is assuredly not a racIst of any kind. What
he is argUing is that modernisation planning that
fails to take into account the cultural nature of
personalIty factors cannot meet its problelns
squarely. The implIcatIons seem to be that In
cultures with a low n AchIevement level the
problern of develop~ent can only be met through
techniques that will modify early childhood
experiences. To deal only with the adult world
lilay be to cope unrealistIcally. Also there might
be the use of techniques whIch will discover the
slnall number of hlgn achievers and ensure maximuln
training and leadership roles for them. Conversely,
peoples such as the Ibo (and perhaps the Kikuyu)
will have a high potential for development even given
adverse resources and little capital. The ilnpli
cation in terms of the possibility for survival of
the Republic of Biafra seems obvious.

This is a brave and rewarding bit of
research, published in brief form for the intelligent
laylnen as well as the specialist. It is a book that
is bound to be controversial in African affairs for
years to corne.
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Al\1ERICAN NEGRO SHORT STORIES, edited by
John H enrik Clarke (Hill & Wang, New York)o

II He's a fine writer, but donit you think heis
too bitter? fl

fl He started off well, but lately he's become
too bitter 0 "

'I Trouble with Janles BaldvVin's that he has
a chip on his shoulder-. tl

And so on 000 the kind of talk that has become common.
I have never heard it said of a white n1an by other
whites that he is too bitter. Whites say it of Negroes
or anyone else who is under-privileged. There is a
large section of the world that creates conditions that
drive others to bitterness and then turn round and
accuse them of feeling bitter 0

I am rather surprised that the publishers
of 'American Negro Short Stories' should have found
the need to state in the blurb: "There is -warmth,
humour, tragedy, and sadness in these thirty-one
stories but surprisingly little bitterness or cyntcisffi o "

Why the apology? Is bitterness inherently anti=art?
Is it impossible for bitterness to be harnessed for
such beautiful artistic expression that warmth, hurnour,
pathos can result? The publishers acknowledge that
flit is to be expected that Negro writing should for the
most part depict a rdifferent' aspect of the Anlerican
scene:' and that stories in this anthology fleulerge
from and reflect the experience of the _ egroes in
America .. " Surely that 'different aspect', that
Negro experience, is loaded with bitternesso

The character s in mo st of this fi ction are
children of bitterness, victims of bitter circumstance s;
they suffer and endure, they fight and succurnb; SOlne
hurl themselves into the fire, others find the need to
perfect the need of surviving. Of course what distinguis~1.es

a good writer from a bad one is the distance maintained
between the perceiver (writer) and the thing perceived o

This in turn makes for an intelligence that subsists
within the fiction itselfo The writer who cannot stand
outside perceiYed reality makes poor literature g

There are interesting sketches here, like
the editor's own 'The Boy who Painted Christ Black',
which is somewhat mawkish and does not represent the

writer at his best. There is the harsh, unsophisticated

'The Lynching of Jube Benson' by Paul Laurence Dunbar.
These titles speak for themselves. We also have the
grim 'A Summer Tragedy' by Arna Bontemps, which
tells of an old Negro couple who decide to take their own
lives when they are faced \vith ultimate fallure~ They
simply set out and drive their car into a dam.

Richard Wright is represented by one of

his usual full-blooded stories. 'Bright and Morning
Star' tells of a woman who goes to shoot a white man
before he can divulge the names of Negroes with whom
her son is involved in political organisation. She
succeeds in her mission but dies with her son on the
same spot at the hands of a lynch mob.

One of the best of these stories is 'Reena'
by Paule Marshall, a woman novelist o This is a fine
portrait of a Negro woman who starts life as a
dynamic committed person. She marries, divorces,
and feels eventually that all she is content to live for
is to instil in her children a strong sense of identity
as Negroes o There is a warm sympathy in the
writer's tone, and still the bitter cynicism of the
story, however strictly controlled, cannot escape uSo.

We have racy humour in Lerone Bennet Jr. 's iThe
Convert'. But beneath the humour of the folk idiom
in the story is stark pathos o Booker Taliaferro
Brown, a 57-year-old undertaker, has always
bordered on the Uncle Tom, until his friend, Aaron,
a preacher, is killed by the Sheriff and his fellow
whites at a railway station for standing on his own
dignity. Brown is threatened with death if he does
not falsely testify that he saw Aaron reach for the
Sheriff's gun. B"is courage triumphs, he refutes the
stateluent. Brown has, through this act, also vin
dicated hin'lself in the eyes of his 17-year-old son,
who has hitherto not had much respect for him. Be
once warned Aaron, who was bent on going to travel
white Inan 9 s clas s on the train not to mix God up
with white folks. Ironically, it does turn out that
white folks are not worth mixing up with God~

There are other stalwarts in the
anthology: Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, Ann
Petry, Stirling Brown, etc o It is also interesting
that so many of them are better known for poetry
than for fiction.
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ROGUE OF THE AFRICAN NIGHT by Harold Beaver
(Dodd, Mead & Co., New York, $4)

In 1965 tnis relnarkable book was published
in England with its original title 'The Confessions of
J otham Silniyu 1 • Incredibly, the Alnerican publisher
has chosen a me-Tarzan-you-Jane presentation of
the book. Yet it would not matter if this book was sold
in lurid paperback with a lithographed cover of a
Watusi jabbing a blonde 0:1 a sacrificial altar, the
sheer excellence of 'The Confessions of Jotham Simiyu i

would be undiIumed.
It seems that Harold Beaver has written, in

fiction, a better autobiography of a man who eventually
loses even his own shadow than, in fact, such a man
could have written his own autobiography. With' The
Confessions of Jotham Simiyu i a Dostoevskian aware
ness of the human condition is loosed on East Africa.

By using conventional devices of novel
writing, Beaver goes beyond the autobiography and
shows how Siluiyu appears to a school teacher, a
former DC and a contemporary.. a politician. By the
time the symbolic fable of Simiyu is life ends with the
discove,ry of a set of picked bones near a bridge in
Amboseli, Beaver has acted on the final injunction of
his Kenyan politician, who says at the end of the novel:
I ff The truth, even though it is bitter:' we Africans



22 ,,' H Id"tell it us and do not hide it from us. aro
say, dd thinBeaver has told the truth and hi en no g.

The school teacher in the novel defines
Sirniyu is plight:

fI He is the frustrated African ... utilising a
fluid tribal and non -tribal world for selfisl;l.
ends. Unable to respond to the European .~

challenge, he utilised the European magic
of cars, schools, health centres, and .
political elections, while at the same tifhe
playing on the P... frican I S torpor, his love
of drink, his gullibility, fear, resentment,
stupidity, fatalism, the awful fatalism of
ance stral force s.
Above all, he is preoccupied with his own
identity - - the family identity (lost), clan
identity (half-assimilated), tribal identity
(confused), eventually trying to find in .
politics a mass Identity (of African atl0nal
ism), when all his new found world has
been kicked aside in a vain attempt to
create a sense of trust and obligation --
only" in the end, to be forced blindly to bol t
for the shelter of a dark, tribal world which
he does not know and which extinguishes ni'n.

And the politician, reflecting on SiIni 'u, glibl' say s:

MORE THAN 01 CE by Clement Agunwa,
(Longmans, 21s o )

TED'S HERE by Myrna Blumberg, (Andre
Deutsch, 21s o )
A WOMA IN HER PRIME by So A oKonadu,
(Heinemann, 18s o )

The coming tog ther of these three
novels raises some interesting questions on the
possibility of 'African Literature' as a defining
term. MroAgLlnwaVs, first, novel tells the story of

weke Nwakor" an Ibo, who rises to financial
power despite his lack of schooling, only to have
to settle in the end for le s s than the opulence he
has once looked forward to. Part of its considerable
interest lies in the conviction it carries in its
evocation of a regional style of life, the Ibo, but
this is not enough to sustain a novel and' More
than Once' is more a series of sketches than a
sustained narrative. Some of the sketches are
very fine, particularly the oung weke' s
encounter with "the Iiser":

" wafor Ume was a poor man and
a miser, if ever a man could be b oth oThere
was a story that he never bought meat or
fish even during the'seventh month feast.
He depended on de stroying the birds and
rodents" " (po 48)

Another fine episode is the hero's first
trip to Onitsha, which in a sense marks the begInning
of his maturit . Generally, the earlier, youthful
episodes are the best: the author's tone towards the
mature Mr oNwakor is uncertain, perhaps b~cause

the hero is illiterate o

Miss Blumb'2rg's novel is also concerned"
at some removes, with literacyo " Ted" is Ted
Geffen, a high-powered U 0 S. salesman who comes

"

" With such tasks facing the future of our
beloved Kenya, let the reader then judge
these notebooks for hilllself. Jotham and I
really had a good time once" but joking
generally brings on quarrelling. He turned
out a snake; and when mentioning a snake"
we say: 'Get hold of a cudgel. '

So in 'The Confessions of Jotham Simi u we see .them
all see every bias illOSt especially Silniyu' s bla~~s;

, , h t the first in hiSthose of a man trapped -- w 0 says a
au tobiography: iI can fully express my thoughts only
in English. a - - those of a lnan who dies abandoned
without a shadow in the red dust of his supposed
ancestral homeland.

Beaver of course brings his own bias to his
creation. But his view is a benign and intelligent one,
not overly-committed" not tendentious. .

The story of Jotham Simiyuis madness is
developed by the piling up of flickering image and

f S· . 1 S blunderstartling absurdity. In the flurry 0 lmlYu
ing dishonesties he comes out intensely real. ~eaver

has created his character almost perfectly. ThiS book
is exceptional then in two ways: as literature and for
all its bitter truths" both universal and those par
ticularly revealing the values of modern Kenya.

to take over a respected London firm of educational
publishers o By the end of the novel Ted has geared
the firm to producing manuals on various topics for
mass education and distribution through automatic
ve;lding machines o One of the best pieces in the
novel is the episode of the opening of the first of

these machines in Regent's Park. There is through
out the novel a certain conventionality about Ted, who
is seen always from Without, through the eyes of his
colleagues, particularly Derek Bayliss, In this way,
perhaps, Miss Blumberg matntains in her central
character an element of innocence, or ignorance
passing for innocence, while all about him stalk the
threatening ghosts of neo-colonialism" masscult
and bad taste. The backwash of Ted's advent, creeping
into the further reaches of his cOlleagues i personal
lives.. is to my mind less effective, as is the rather
plastic effect of day-to-day business life, although
Derek vs Uncle Wally is" technically and theatrically,
a real achievemento

Mr. Konaduis novel shares with the first
two a focus on one character o Pokuwaa' s womanhood
has been no barrier to her success as a village
farmer, but remains unfulfilled in her continued
childlessness after three marriages. The novel
tells the story of her eventual pregnancy and we
leave her awaiting the coming of her child, "the gift
of God the Almighty". The narrative and thematic
integrity of this short novel make it difficult to
extract from its flow 0 Pokuwaa l s husband, Kwado,
gives the last words, as she questions him on the
name of their coming child: "You talk too much .• 0"
The whole novel gives a trelllendously civilised
impression of a life distinct from the writer's art
and yet enriched by it.

As localised as 'More than Once i, (it
even boasts a glossary) and as universal in its
theme as ITed's Here', 'A Woman in Her Prime'
goes beyond the limits of 'African Literature' in a
different direction from that taken by Miss Blumberg's
work .. In addition, Mr. Konadu, it seems to me, has
been better served by editor and proof-reader than
either Mr .. Agunwa or Miss Blumberg.
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AN INTRODUC TION TO WEST AF RICAN LITERA TURE
by Oladele Taiwo (Thomas Nelson)

West African literature is young" and indeed many of
the best writers in West Africa are only now emerging;
thus almost any attempt at selecting a list of authors
to typi fy West Africa is doomed to being dated by the
time the selection reaches the press. An even more
basic problem is how to balance the writing in French
against that in English. Oladele Taiwo did not seem
aware of these two problems.

His selection is overweighted by the con
tribut10n of English-speaking Africa" and in this
section

l
Nigeria is over-represented. On the French

speaking side, Mr. Taiwo builds a myth around Senghor
in chapter 31 making Senghor the founder of negritude
and more or less the supreme influence in African
thought and literature. He claims that negritude was
"a way of proclaiming to the world that (the) original
French intention of assimilating Africans into French
culture has failed". Is Senghor himself not indeed
the classic example of the assimlle'?

Fh>blt.tkt Sk,pput
&R1~''n-t L. CUNM'N~ HAM

SOUTH AFRICA by Monica Cole (Methuen.l 5 gns. )

The second edition of Monica Cole's
monumental book on South Africa's geography
remains, like the first edition, primarily a reference
book of special interest to geographers or those
interested in geographical information. As such it
provides a very thorough analysis indeed, containing
706 pages, 142 photographs and 234 rnaps and dia
grams. The book's main focus, however, is on the
physical features and economic development of the
European dominated economy and one would be sur
prised, after a survey of this book, to learn that
there were any Africans, Asians, and Coloureds in
South Africa at all. For on South African prehistory
Miss Cole spends four pages and her bibliography on
this section takes us up to archaeological research
done in 1935. When considering the large amoun t
of recent archaeological ... esearch that has been
done on South Africa's prehistory this is, to say the
least, a serious ommission. On contemporary
problems of African-White relationships Miss Cole
has almost nothing to say" devoting as she does
less than a page to the policy of Apartheid and only
about eight pages to the African majority in a
chapter entitled "Bantu Economy".

The book is obviously intended to be
more of a geographical guide to the rocks, trees,
water resources, European agriculture, transport
and industry of White Man's South Africa; as such
it might be more honest if this was the way the book
was presented. What has been left out are the much
more important geographical relationships which
are presently fashioning South Africa; the relation
ships~ for instance~ between the African Labourer
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Camara Laye is the only other writer in

French whom Mr. Taiwo treats in det.1il. ' Mongo Beti
~omes briefly into focus, but there isoonly a mere
glimpse of Kane, Oyono and Dadie. Indeed the best
African writers in French are practically dismissed
by' the sweeping remark that "these writers share the
same background and experience as Senghor. For
this reason they readily accept the philosophy of
negritude". One wonders what Beti or Oyono would
say to this? It is at any rate clear what Soyinka would 
if one remembers his famous remark: "I do not
think a tiger has to go around proclaiming his tigri
tude".

On the English-speaking side, Mr. Taiwo
pays lavish attention to the two Nigerian giants, Wole
Soyinka and Chinua Achebe. They occupy each a
chapter in the book. One is, however, surprised to
find a whole chapter on the erratic Cyprian EkwensL
A detailed analysis of Onuora Nzekwu only adds to
the irritation of not finding anything on younger West
African writers like Francis Bebey of the Cameroons
and Awoonor-Williarns and Ama Ata Aidoo of Ghana.
And so concerned is he about the fact that West
African literature is almost exclusively in English or
French, that he makes no qualitative analysis of West
African literature generally. He contents hinlself
with the over-simple explanation of texts froln a few
writers which might erve as text-book infornlation
for secondary schools, but nothing more.

and the white farmer.
As a layman I s guide to Sou th Africa the

book's chief faults lie in the mass of undigested
facts and figures" some up-to-date, some, like the
figure of National Inconle 14 years out of date. In
short this is a reference book for geographers Which
skips over all the problem areas in Sout11 Africa's
geographical environlnent, and which concentrates
what would seern to lne unwarranted attention on the
purely physical and econoillic features of that country.

Af~i(.A·l 1evS~1

]AMFS G~'ty

AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SP.a.1IARA by A.T.Grove:
(Oxford l niversity Press, 42s.)

The division of sub-Saharan Africa, in
chapter 1, into two luajor zones, Highland and
Lowland Africa, is one that is reflected clearl,Y in
the excellent series of coloured maps at the end of
the book. These [naps alone snould suffice to renlove
many Inisconceptions froln the minds of African and
European readers alike.

Highland (eastern and southern) Africa,
is characterised by a large area, mainly around
Lake Victoria, where altitude Inoderates temperature
to make human activity easier than elsewhere, even
near the Equator. It also includes those large areas
of subtropical i\frica, in Southern Rhodesia and
South Africa, where a healtny climate and great
mineral wealth has Inade it possible for the highest
standards of living in the world to be attained - by
people of European descent, of course, and with
the aid of an African lab8ur force that is not allowed
to achieve this high standard.

In Lowland Africa, Nigeria and Ghana
are shown as outstanding examples of the rapid rate
of advance that can be achieved by Africans and the
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difficulties that have to be overcome. In Ghana,
President Nkrumah attempted (and to a large extent
had begun to succeed) to follow a polIcy designed
"to obliterate tribal differences in order to build
a ne\v nation in Ghana, owing allegiance to the Ghana
state" not to the tribe and -the tradItional ruler, and
the attention of the people was directed towards a
future modern industrialised Ghana. In 1966 the
President was ousted but this aspect of his policy
is likely to pel.... sist. fl

What happens without such a policy
is illustrated by the fate of Nigeria, a country much
larger and more richly endo\ved by nature. In
spite of a steady and very considerable rise in pro
duction and standard of living since 1960, the country
now appears to be disintegrating as a result of
internal strife - partly due to artificIal ungeographical
divisions created by the former colonial rulers, but
also the result of failure to inspire the people with a
national ideal.J which, Nkrumah maintained, could
only be provided by Socialism.

In his concluding chapter, Professor
Grove points out that the causes which tend to divide
each African state are those based on kin or tribal
loyalty" and those generated by the rapid growth of

differences in way of life and standard of living
between town and country when industrialisation makes
some headway. But there is o..lso a third centrifugal
force which tends to divide one African state froln
another - continued dependence on the various metro
politan countries of Europe (Britain, France and
Portugal), whJle attempts to break these ties may
re suI t in dependence on the Soviet bloc nations or
China.

In Africa as a whole, econonl.ic develop
ment proceeds as rapidly as in Europe but with the
disadvantage of having started from a mucn lower
level. European nations and the US.:\, with the ad
vantage of a start frorn a h-=.gher level, continue to
remain in front and have the power to arrange
terlTIS of trade Ill.Ore beneficial to the conSUlner of
African products than to the African.

Professor Grove leads us to, but fails
to draw, the obvious conclusion - that the key to
rapid African advance without dependence upon non
African nations is to be found inAfrican unity based
upon the full u tilisa tion for all i~.frica.ns of the gre at
reservoir of wealth and technology that is to be
found in South ~A.frica and Southern Rhodesia.

Professor Grove! s excellent a!1d detailed
description of the l1istory and resources of each of
the African states is written in a pleasant style that
is easy to read and 1s well illu.strated with maps
and photographs. It reflects the autnor's deep under
standing of the ~~frican enviroTunent and the
geographical personalitv of the continent. It should
convince readers that Africa has both the human and
rnaterial resource s necessar,Y for the progress that
most Africans expect to see as a result of independence.

AGRICULTURAL DE\TELOPlVIENT IN ~ IGERIA, 1965-80:
(Food and Agricul tural Organisation of The United Nations,
Rome 1966, Paper-bound £3.10.0; cloth-bound £4.10.0;
U SA $ 14. 00 and $ 1 8. 00 res pe c tiv e ly )

The intention of th s thorough and exhaustIve re
port is to provide data and propose ways and means for

agricul tural expansion required by a rapidly growing pop
ulatIon, and the need for an increasing supply of raw
materials for NigerIan industry and exports. The rate of
expansion is that required by the National Development
Plan, 1962-68, which is based on a target of increase in
the growth of the Gross Domestic Product from the aver
age of about 4 per cent per annum between 1950 and 1960,
to 6 per cent in the 1974- 5 to 1979-80 period.

Seven chapters are devoted to development of
water resources, Irrigation and methods proposed to in
crease production of export crops (141 pages), and one
chapter (17 pages) to food crops and pastures. This is
followed by a discussion of fertilizer use and require
ments, and mechanisation of agriculture, livestock,
forestry and fisheries development and a chapter dealing
with the processing of agricultural raw materials.

The latter part of the Report deals with planning~

admInistration, education and training, land tenure and
related social problems, as well as marketing and agri
cultural credit facilities. Since the solution of land
tenure problems is the key to correct land utilisation,
a..."1d the greater part of the excellent recommendations of
the Report can hardly be put into effect without a solution
to these problems, involving close co-operation between
the regions, the conclusion that a fundamental revolution
in land tenure is inevitable as Nigeria moves from a
tribal to a national state, from a traditional to a modern
society ~ merely underlines the fact that the painstaking
work that has gone into this very detailed investigation
will produce no results at all until fundamental socio
political problems have been solved. T:G-.

LOST WORLDS OF AFRICA by James Wellard:
(Hutchinson, 35s o )

FRENCI-J NORTH AFRICA (The Maghrib between the
two wars) by Jacques Berque: (Faber, 70s

o
)

James Wellard gives us pop history and
travelogue about the pockets of people left from the
time when the Sahara was green with vegetation ..
Professor Berque's work of pop scholarship covers
Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco between the wars at
the time when only the atlases coloured the desert
green o To the French this area is as embedded in
their folklore as SJuth Africa is in the consciousness
of the British o

The tone of Wellard' s book can be gauged
by chapter titles such as 'Lascivious Paintings' 0 This
description was given to rock paintings in 1847 by a
French medical officer. Of course, Wellard
castigates him for his 'moral indignation'. This
does not stop him using it to catch the eye.

Wellard sees himself as a latter-day
Barth. He throws up his hands in moral indignation
at all the right points. A whole part of his book is
on slavery; although this provides an opportunity to
detail the horrors of castration o HOis whole book
looks at 'them' from the outside o He describes 'the
incredibly isolated W Dawada who live on worms from
lakes; he does not pause to think what they might
think about his getting food out of the shiny-shelled
objects he calls 'tins'.



Wellard's chatter contrasts unfortunately
with the powerful tone of Berque' s book. Al though
born into a 'colon' family, Berque looks at the
heyday of the French Arab colonial Elupire wi th
rancid eyes" He slots personal experience into a
general "ramework to build the most vivid kind of
scholarly \vriting 0 In this period between Europe's
two wars, the French acted with the arrogance
which arose out of their certainty that this green
litoral would be absorbed into IVletropolitan France o

Berque draw s on all the discipline s in a
way which leaves him open, no doubt, to criticism
by specialists. He switches from water pumps to a
philosophical consideration of 'things and symbols'.

He talks about the culture of olive groves only to

A J-JAND FULL OF PEOPLE by John Roberts
(Andre Deutsch, 45so)

Judging froIn the title of this book. one
rnight be telllpted to rush to a wrong conclusion that
Kenya is really a land of thick population o But the
population of Kenya is in fact 8,676,000, by no means
heavy even by African standard o What John Roberts
. s pomting out is in fact that Kenya is a cosrnopolitan
country of different races o These races, which he
treats in fair detail, live harmoniously together, con
trary to exp ctations before Inajority African rule and
independence Q

It is the activities of these different races
in an African community, and their 'quote s " that one
reads in this excellent work by .l r. Roberts o One
\vonders why lA Land Full of People' and not iLife in
Kenya Today I as this is what the book is all about.

But what strikes one, especially a reader
fro.ll West Africa like Inyself, is the silnUarity of
Our Africa..l1 customs o In West Africa for example,
palm-wine 's stored in a calabash pot as a custOffi o
To drink it out of a cow-horn is t be "back to the
, and". The West Africans prefer this native wine,
ge~erally called "Ogolo" or "Pombe fl in Kikuyu, to
irnported drinks,

The chapter on AsIans, appropriately
call2d by Mr 0 Roberts 'the Undervalued', is particu
larly good o On this subject, he is meticulously fair.
He say s the Asians are an integral part of the country
bu t, being ethnically distinct, they are open to all
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11love on to a d __ scription of the colonial and
opposition press. He takes s~ec·f·c cases s cll
as Fez; he devotes a whol "\ chapter to this
historic town where Lyaut y, the ~Ia1rib's
Rhodes, ainled at neat apartheid between the
'colon' town of concrete villas and the rich dye
'ats of the nledieval walled town. Econolll'c
pressures obscured clear divi sions.

To con trast the l'vlaghrib with South
Africa is a valuable way to read this book o Will
South Afl ica be another Algeria? The details
provided by Profe SOl Berque prevent super
ficial comparisons. Nevertheless, one is in no
way surprised to relnelnber that the South African
police went to study the methods of French tJolice
in the dying days of colonial Algeria.

There is also the question of industrial
isation, and Kenya, according to the author, has,
cOlupared with the rest of black Africa, a fairly
diver sifi d indu strial sector, and al though labour
Inanagement rela tions are tricky, progre s s in thi s
field is hopefuL,

hopeful seems to be til.e keyword of
~lr. Roberts' Kenya. Be de scribes the problellls,
pulling no punches, but this shaft of hopes shines
through everywhere o "This people of Kenya", he says,
"with all their faults, seelll to me to be adlnirable in
their drive, their tolerance and their sense of purpose o

The problenls are great, and their spirit 'n tackling
thetn equally great o "

In conclusion, Mr" Roberts mentions the
arts in Inodern Kenya, their role among the rapidly
awakening Africans. He mentions also the friendly
atmosphere in which the white farniers transfer the' r
land to the African buyers, in good old English tradition"

John Roberts has written a first-class
unbias d popular account of Ken) a" To den) my shelf
a copy of this book would be to deprive nle of an
author-tative reference book on ordinary life in Kenya
toda) .

sorts of prejudices This does not mean, says ~ro

Roberts, that the Asian is finished in Kenya; the
government is aware of the value of the Asians but,
nevertheless, has to keep the process of Afr'canisation
going o This is one of the dilemmas Kenya finds
itself today - but only one.

Pre-independence, the Asians were regarded
next to the Europeans o But things changed too rapidly
against them after independence. A Hindu who lived in
10mbasa observed, "It amuses me, ten years ago

::\Lonlbasa was full of people who looked pure Africans,
\vho went around insisting they were Arabs Q Now
thing s have changed politically, the same people
are as loud as can be in their protestations of African-

ness"o
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SOUTH AFRICA'S TRANSKEI: The Politics of Domestic
Colonialism: by Gwendolen M. Carter, Thomas Karis,
Newell M. Stultz (Northwestern niversity Press,
Ill. ; Heinemann, London)

Gwendolen Carter needs no introduction among
students of African politics. She has written and edited
several works, and this latest undertaken by her and two ,.
senior political scientists, all closely familiar with
South AfrIcan politics, is a contribution worthy of their
reputations. The book, which studies the coming of a
limited colonial autonomy to the Transkei and the effects
of this experiment, was not easy to prepare, The
writers on their visits to South Africa had to contend
with restrictions on their movements, with dogging by
the special branch of the South African Police and other
typically South African courtesies. But with all this
they were familiar, all three having lived for varying
periods In South Africa.

The book is an attempt to evaluate the Transkei
experiment in the light of its antecedents like the Bunga,
the broader and more fundamental conflicts in South
Africa, the pressures internal and external to which
South Africa has been subjected, the White ideological
position - and to find what there is of substance in the
notion of Bantustans with limited autonomy.

The book is factual and on the whole very read
able (the English and style are not markedly Trans
atlantic). It has a bias towards a readership that is more
or less familiar with South African problems.. With
emphasis on accurate reporting and a desire to focus
attention on the Transkeian adventure, this account is
to be seen as the close examination of mainly one of
the many dev~lopments of Apartheid theory. To this
end, therefore, discussion of the history of post-World
War conflict in South Africa has been restricted. But
the natural development of the idea of territori~ seg
regation out of the Kaffrarian policies and, less re
motely, out of the Afrikaner obsession with racial seg
regation, is graphically illustrated and we see how
the peculIar historical circumstances of South Africa
are marshalled to this futile purpose.

Debates in Parliament and in the various meta
morphic versions of the Bunga are given in what can
only stand as first-rate political journalism. The
Transkei elections of 1963 are honestly and critically
analysed. Indeed# the Chapter on the elections will
for a very long time remain the most important work
on the subject.

In examining the Republic's re sponse to the
challenge of the Transkei, the authors draw attention
to the disparity between the Transkei's economic needs
and what the government has so far been willing to
provide; the natural economic unattractiveness of the
Transkei to entrepreneurs and its inevitable dependence
on white capital.

Clearly "independence" for the Transkei was

not only a hoax but might even be described as a cynical
experiment in manipulation. The wide (much wider than
expected by most people) participation of Transkei
Africans in the elections of 1963 showed "the ability of
the Republican government, through use of its agents,
of publicity and adlninistration, to marshal, in the mass,·
the AfrIcans of the Transkei for specific purposes".
However, on every political point the majority of the
Africans voted against the favourites of the South
African government.

What emerges clearly from this investigation
is that the Transkei was an extensIon of the earlier
sy stem of Native Administration, the basic reasoning
of which was that if the Africans were involved in more
and more bureaucracy their attention might be deflected
from the fundamental causes of dissensus. Certainly
some Africans would be drawn into this sy stem of polit
ical make-believe and to that extent the Native Admin
istration is divisive.

The Transkei's movement to "Independence"
was never in anyone t s mind apart from th·= believers in
Apartheid, a substitute for general, universal partici
pation of Africans in politics throughout the whole of
South Africa but the question did arise as to whether
the Transkei might not in some way be turned to the
African's advantage even within the context of an un
changed South Africa. Clearly, opportunities of em
ployment, however few and inadequate, were to be pro
vided, some improvements in African education could
be effected and the development of at least one re
serve might be accelerated. But the unpleasant
correlative question was inescapable: at what cost to
African solidarity, to the credibility of leadership
in the public eye and more immediately to the non
Reserve African. For all of us knew that the sublime
excuse for removal of Africans from the cities and
the so-called White Areas (830/0 of South Africa) had
finally been provided.

True to expectation, the 'repatriation' of
Transkei Africans has been accelerated. The Transkei
itself can offer no hope of income for many of these
people. Agriculturally, the Transkei is not very pro
d,uctive primarily because of overpopulation of the
land by people and the cattle which in their peculiar
situation constitute their main investment goods.
Even the White South Africans have long realised th at
for the Transkei to become economically sensible,
some industrial development will have to take place.
The need for non-agricultural industry can only be met
by White capital. But the incentives of sub-minimum

wages are not enough to outweigh the disincentives of

industrial decentralisation which will involve the setting up
of plants in areas far away from the markets and the most
convenient lines of distributIon and communication. On
purely Keynesian grounds, the low wages defeat the in
tended growth by failing to raise the very low demand
level in the reserves sufficiently tQ generate the increased
economic activity required. Low wages, low saVings, low
investment and more demands (requests, rather) for white
investment. But even apart from theoretical objections,
the fact is that so far very little money has been forth
coming from the Republic.

The Tomlinson Commission, which had been set up
to investigate the possibility of 'Socio-EconomIc Develop-
,ment' in the reserves, reported in 1956 that in its opinion
20,000 jobs in secondary or manufacturing industry a year
should be created in the reserves. The Commission also
recommended that the government of the Republic should
expend £25m on industrial development in the period



1956-61 but in that period the South African Government
expended no more than £7. 9 million, although the latter
part of that period was a particularly prosperous time
for South Africa. In 1961 another five year plan with
£57 millions ear-marked for the Transkei' s development
was begun, but the bulk of this was directed away from
industrial development. In accordance with the Corn 
mission1s report, an Investment Corporation was set
up to assist Industrial development. The Government
capitalised it at half a million pounds on the principle
that development should be based on African self-help.
Finally, the estimates for 1966-67 show a Transkei
National Income of about £7 million., of which over
£5 million was a grant from the Republic.

If total territorial segregation along Bantustan
lines were faithfully pursued there would be utter
chaos., millions of urban and semi-urban Africans
being made to return to small peasant holdings as
squatters. Over half of these Africans would be

(PIGlVIENTS by Leon Damas was seized by French
police in 1937)

If the Prefect has
some literary leanings he must have written in
retirement an article in a Sunday paper
recalling the incident:

" The man was a negro
nothing at all wrong in this:
it was merely that he tried
to be ahead of his time. "

When he read the poem, he couldn't
laugh the rhyme off, if he wanted..
scare other prefects with stories
about neo-African culture. They'd show him a line
before he finished the sentence, or read him
the seditious words which were there
in the start of the opening line
the title of the poem itself, written
to incite the first purchaser.

No one really knows what
went on behind the scenes, the need
to write down the minutes
didn't immediately occur for

when the poem came, it was so sudden:
his name was not in the police files
a proof he was one of the new kind
that got excited at mention of the word freedom.

Evidence piled.
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strangers to the reserves. The social and economic
consequences of forced territorial segregation - the
voluntary sort would not work - would be disastrous
for the whole of South Africa. According to one source

. the urban AfrIcan population is increasing at the rate
of 10,000 a month (Professor van As to South African
Bureau of Racial Affairs). It is unlikely that this
ever-increasing African presence in the "White Areas"
will take kindly to ' repatriation'. Afrikaner intell
ectuals are becoming more and more aware of this;
perhaps the most interesting thing to watch in South
African politics is how they will respond to obvious

political fact. What are the likely alternatives, as
far as the South African whites are concerned, to
Bantustans? Whatever the answer, it is clear that the
Africans will have the worst of both worlds: massive
incursions on their rights in the cities and a wholly un
satisfactory mockery of political and economic autonomy
and growth in the Bantustans.

KHADAMBI ASALACHE

Then they asked him why he wrote the poem..
He didn't know" he said" it was something that
just happened. It was like showing them
an old scar.. something
he couldn't hide.

They passed the poem from one hand to another.

One prefect added comments
neatly written in his notebook after
reading the poem:

" This is a black poem
with white teeth
a dangerous combination. "

The poem chased Damas
followed him into the street, this poem
his poem;
shadowed him like a vengeful lover's shadow
followed him for days
the dark sounds of the poem
which the Prefect had read
a poem whose words were like
chime sounds of a dangerous bell.

The poem was brought down.

For any other act would have been acceptable .. a letter
in the national press,. or protest march.
But a poem? They closed the fUes
to kindle the excitement
of puberty, the new voice of negritude
blossoming like love's first breath.



Night. I arrived from Europe a fortnight ago
and here I am back in Africa~ sitting by a hurricane
lamp~ working on a book. It is about myself and my
friends some of whom I hope to see again; and others
I know I'll never see tomorrow or day after tomorrow
or all the other day s that are to follow. Sometimes
we meet and never meet again.

Any time from now the first rains of the
rainy season will begin to fall. Soaked, the branches
will droop, heavy, and a weird silence will fall over
the village~ especially in the evening. Inside this
house, inside all the houses in this part of the world
voices, including my voice~ will drop. The cackle
of laughter will sound like the rattling of raffia pith
bars struck against each other by joyful children
seated on carved wooden stools under low, sombre
verandahs. Talk as we would, our voices wouldn't
sound as clear and as loud as they do in the dry
season. And sighing will be barely audible while
the flames of the fireside flutter and the fireside
brands crackle, emitting sparks as embers burn
their sides into smoke and ashes.

And most of the time, while the rain hums
outside and the footpaths that lead to the interior
and to the riverbanks are muddy and swamps rise
in the forest, we shall sit indoors, talking, hoping
and dreaming of the past and of the future.

But we shall do some work, though, even
under the rain. People will paddle to the farms,
those that are along the Mungo River if they should
still be above the flood waters, or to Mongo where
we have relatives or to Duala.

And once every seven days canoes will
leave for Mudeka market which, like Mongo and
Duala, is to the south. A gay and intense market.
But in the rainy season it is less gay, less intense
because of the mud and the rain. People don't put
on their best dresses - shirts and large loin-cloths
for the men and print dresses for the women - and
it is hard to be gay without the sun.

But on the whole less work is done in the
rainy season. People sit indoors and talk, most of
the time, the feverish basking themselves at the
fireside which is considered unmanly when one is not
ill, the fireside being essentially a woman's place.
There they cook and roast maize and 'sao' which
they pass to the men, to us. But children also sit
at the fireside and roast maize and sao. And the
sombre morning will give way to an even more sombre
afternoon, and then the evening with its touch of
melancholy and vague feeling of loneliness in spite of
the hopes and the warmth of communal life. Such a

A story - Mbella Sonne Dipoko (Cameroun)

Extract from a novel - Camara Laye (Guinea)

Poems by Jean-l.ouis Dongmo (Cameroun)

Orlando Marville (Barbados)

illustrating the themes of return and

departure.

sad feeling as at nightfall parrots take off from the
sao trees and from other trees for their roosting
places in the distance, flying very high, over the
mournful honking of hornbills as they too withdraw
for the night~ flying low, very low, over the tree
tops, their wings beating heavily, breezily. And
throughout the season the fire will burn - day after
day, night after night. It will seem as though it would
burn forever, month after month, year after year;
and I shall think of Europe as I used to think of Africa
when I was in the foreign cities on the other side of
the ocean. How I had talked of home, of the Mungo
River! River of hope! River of love! And now that
I am back by its banks I think of those far-away places
where I had talked about sandy islands of the dry season
and the floods of the time of the rains.

Four years spent in Europe! I think of
the friends I made, some of whom I may not see
again, for when we go away we rarely return to those
hearty encounters with strangers who later become
our friends; the men and women with whom we talked
about the past; home and its ways, the efforts and the
hopes while there; and the present which, to many~

was more interesting and tempting and more comfortable
to talk about: our respective occupations and preoccupations 
the public ones, of course, like for example the nature
of art, the future of the novel, or any of the numerous
other creative issues which inspired our conversations
and shaped and reshaped our visions without altering
the fundamental options of our past. We talked about
these and about many other things we liked and those
we did not like. We discussed the people we admired
and esteemed and those we did not love and then we
talked about the future; our ideals, the perfection of
the most passionate of our efforts, the culmination of
our strivings. Sometimes in those foreign cities we
lost our precarious hold on all modesty and we talked
really big, criticising the achievements of other,
pretentiously taking our own accomplishments for granted,
sketching our ambitions, anticipating success. I look at
all that now from so far away!

And there was the refined and delicate stage
setting, often frivolous conversations with women, the
talking and retalking of what had been talked and retalked.
And voices lingered late into the northern night with
cigarette smoke and alcohol in the languor of records
tuned low. And the city 'seeming so resolved on leaping
onto the balcony to rip open the French windows, part
the curtains and look into the room as if to referee the

impending love-making, to see who wins and who
loses, to witness the satisfaction or the disappointment
While outSide, the noises of the city rose and fell; the



honking of cars, the sound of shoes on the pavement,
bits of conversation, laughter, the droning of engines}
MGs, Alfa Romeos and Triumphs and other fast cars
racing through the night] and the opening and the shutting
of parked cars. And inside, in the scent of perfume
the aroma of cigarette smoke and the tang of alcohol -
the love moments, or rather, the tirne of desire - the
parted thighs of thrilled women. The caresses~ P.nd the
grunts, the heaving, sometimes involuntary} the groaning}
sometimes deliberate; the lovely sensuality, the per
plexing excitement of enjoyment or the shallow pleasure
with its hopeless nights ... Back to the nightclubs and
the offering while pretending not to be offering their
beautiful breasts, thighs} everything, their hearts
included, the close dancing and the rubbing. And then
once again} cigarettes, alcohol, talk and records. And
then the visits and the rendezvous, the indifference or
the':'love or affection and then the time to part either
because the woman was leaving the city for another city
or it was because the man was going to another 'NOluan
or another part of the world, or she was changing hands.
The new situation" the new arms] the new voices.

But we go away and rarely return and when
we do, it is not likely to be to the same place s or to
the same people. We would find everything changed
anyway, or almost, if we should return. But mostly
we go away and never return to those foreign places"
faces and voices - unlike home which always calls us
back and to which we return as I have done to the
traces of the past, the welcorne and the eagerness to
hear us talk about our memories from abroad.

"You must tell us a story about your stay in
the West"", Uncle Dikodu said to me last week. He is a
little man" strong and handsome. He is ageing. A fine
story-teller" his imagination is tremendous. And he is
a poet for he introduces beautiful songs", soloes and
choruses which are sung during the story-telling. It
was f~om him that I heard the first great stories about
life. The conflicts, the tragedies, the victories, a!1d
all that heroism! Stories about men who liberated
themselves and liberated others from cruel rulers; stories
about lovers and their sweethearts; and the wornen wept
in the stories and they wept in the audience, like SOlne
of the children, when the telling becam.e really sad. And
the love and the longing and the compassion and all the
doubts and the sighs" especially the sighs.

"It won't be easy, " I said~ thinking of the
intimate details of that story.

"You will try, " he said, "People will gather
outside my house and you will tell the story. "

"Father, " I said. IISometimes it was
terrible. tI

"I believe you" 11 he said, lilt was a foreign
land. tI

"And to talk about those things? 11 I said"
and shook my head.

"You will try;1 he repeated.
"I have been writing about it" " I said. "That's

what I have been typing. But to tell it", especially those
last few months? If I shrugged my shoulders again. "I
don't know. I donlt think I can."

"You used to tell stories before you went
abroad, " he said. "You told stories even when you were
a child. "

"That's true."
"So you won't tell me that you no longer can

tell them. "
"I can;' I said. "In fact I write stories which

appear in books."
"Then tell us one of those stories you have
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written. Only it must be about the West. I want to hear
you talk about your day s there. "

I slniled relniniscentlv. "I shall try} " I said.
"That's v/hat a 111an sl;ould say, " 111y uncle

. said. I t So when shall it be? "
"In a fortnight's tilue} 11 I said.
IIWhy not earlier? " he asked, with a little

frown.
"I v.,rant to shorten the story I have \rvritten;

then I will learn it to make it clear in my Inind so that I
can tell it well. 11

IISO ? I1

"Yes father"
"All right" n he said, "only hurry up. I told

you it would be outside. People will sit 'na welne werne ,ll

whicn in our language Ineans to sit all round} "and vou
will tell the story. There,ll he added" pointing, "wllich
means it must be before the rains cOlne~ and that will be
soon. You hear the north is rumbling. It mean s the
rains are no longer far away. "

That was a week ago; and two days later
my father said to me: "Your father Dikodu says you are
going to tell thenl a story about the West." v "

t1Yes father, " I said. "1 told him it won't be
easy. But he said I should try. "

"Yes" " Iny father said. "Tell them the story.
They'll learn many things from it. "
I laughed inwardly because I knew we were thinking of
different stories. 1 guess he thought I would be talking
about science and my studies and things like that. Maybe
about space travel and about buildings which were taller
than the tallest trees of our forests or all the tall
buildings of our towns. But I was thinking of the auto
biographical novel I have been working on since I arrived
back home. In factI I began writing it abroad, drawing
on my diary and Iny memory. I made many friends.
But there was also prejudice, discrimination and even
hate" I remember how some people who couldn't contain
their pride nevertheless wanted to contain mine and
that of some of my friends~ But my story is mostly
about love and drinks and women and drealus and night
clubs) a story about artists and their lovers.

"I don't think they'd learn much from it "
I said to lny father. '

"Why?" he asked.
"Because it won't be different from the kind

of stories Pa Dikodu tells. It will be a story about the
things I saw during those days, things that happened
during those years. "

rt But you tell it all the same, " my father
said.

After my father Inany other people asked
rne about what they had heard; that I was going to tell
a story about the West. And I said yes. Ebilnb'a
Buma l s talkative wife~ Etondi, winked at me and said I
should talk about the women I slept with. I asked her
if she wasn't ashamed to be saying that. She frowned
playfully and said what sharue? Then her pretty face
relaxed and she said that was what she wanted to hear
about. As far as she was concerned, as far as she knew"
I hadn't gone to the West to become a priest. Our eyes
met and I am Sure she noticed that there was no chastity
in them for she SUddenly looked reassured.

I smiled.
"N ,,, h .a. s e sald, fondly reminding me of

Jengu. IIA nase. "

Her husband carves canoes and wooden
stools and bowls and paddles. His father" a very old
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man who died five years before I went abroad, had
also been a carver. He was IU} grandfather's friend.
My grandfather died fifteen years ago. If he had been
alive he too would certainly have asked Ine about the
story I will be telling one of these da ·S. But I know he
would have been furious with me on hearing about SOlne
of the things I did. He was a grave Inan; graver than
my father who is quite broad minded with a marked sense

of humour. And my mother is not a very harsh woman.
But she likes that young people should be J.lloderate
about running after women 3.nd drinking and even in
talking. She isn 't ver~ talkative herself and, like tny
father, she is growing old.

Yesterday morning as we were going to her
farm down the river, she said:

"You think a lot. It makes you thin. What
worries you? "

" othing.. fI I said.
" othing?" she a sked, frowning.
"Yes, " I said.
"All right, " she said with a resigned air;

and I wondered what effect the thing s I shall say when
I talk about Linda and the others will nave on her. She
has grown rather sad with age. Wrinkles show on her
narrow forehead and her cheeks nave becon1e mor2
prominent than in the past. That is because she has
grown thinner. But she still looks beautiful and SOQ1.e
thing of her former charm renlains. l-Iow I hate the
passage of the years; oh, how I hate its cruel effects
on those we love!

Yesterday on the river the expression on
my mother's face made me think of Linda's youth
and I had sighed, realising, as if for the first til11e,
that she too would one day begin to grow old. And
what would remain of all her passion - Linda's passion,
all her hopes?

And sitting there, in that canoe, my thoughts
went back to those far-away nights, the intiInacy and the
dreams.

The southwest seemed to sigh, breathing
northwards wind upon wind full of the freshness of the
ocean with a touch of the perfumes of Duala, our great
port to the south, and a faint sound of its traffic.

I had landed at its airport a fortnight ago and
had been welcomed by my aunt and other relatives;
then I had come here .. to my parents and the scene of
my childhood and the first years of Iny years. And
naturally, the welcome had been very warm. And now
my mother was complaining about the touch of sadness
which I knew lingered in my eyes.

I dipped the paddle into the water and pulled;
dipped it again and pulled; and I continued to do this in
quick succession and the canoe glided forward, smoothly,
swiftly, wavelets dancing softly against its sides.

As I paddled I did not think of the past,t nor of
the present. 1 didn't think of the future either. But
whenever I rested from paddling I thought of Jengu and
Linda. I thought of many things.

An eagle came flying in from the south, bearing

himself very close to the water. He flew towards our
canoe; then, as if he had suddenly changed his mind,
he swerved to the right and flew to the riverbank, where
he alighted on a log.

That was in the morning. The sky had been
low and quite cloudy in the West as the sun was rising
over the dew-drenched forest; and, reflecting its
rays, the riverside grass blades seemed edged in
silver. A mUd vapour was rising,sllky .. more flimsy
than mist.

And then in the evening. As I was strolling
alone in the farms near lamba after a meal of boiled
planLains and highly spiced roast fish, I heard my
mother calling:

"Oh - 0 - ho! "
The dusk and the forest Inade an echo of

her voice, n1.aking it sound nostalgic.
"Oh - 0 - ho! "
It was the first tiIne I was being called like

that since my return fronl Europe.
"Oh-o! I1 I answered and the forest took up

the sound.. stretched it across the evening, Inaking a
long echo, a kind of sonorous link between what had
been, what was and what would be.

"Ya e! tI 111y rnother called, saying that
should COlne.

A few n101nents later I heard footsteps
COIning down the footpath. I turned and walked towards
their direction.

When we came into sight of each other in
the growing darkness, she said she wanted Ine to
accolnpany her to a village up the river. She explained
that Manga's wife 'Nas going to Duala that night. My
mother said she wanted to send a few sweet potatoes
to nlY aunt.

By the tiLne we got to the beach and took
our places in the canoe .. the 111.00n had appeared - a
luminous sphere rising slOWly from behind the great
forest. A few stars were also shining.

"A - Mbedi, " my mother said as soon as we
had crossed the river and were skirting the other bank
where the current was less swift. "Mbedi, were you
happy in the West? "

"I don't know, " I said evasively. "I don't
know whether I was happy in the West. "

"Why don't you know?"
"Because it is difficult to say, " I replied.

"Very difficult. 1 don't know if you understand what I
mean. It

"1 know it is different.. " she said. "But
happiness is happiness. It is the climate of the heart.
No matter where we are the heart remains itself. Or
do I lie? "

"No,," I said. "But 1 don't know whether
it is that alone. There are other things. "

"Other things?"
"Yes"
"Tell me those other things, " she urged.

In fact since your return we haven't talked - you and 1 
about your plans for the future." 1 thought that was
a very appropriate thing for a mother to say. "You are
also my son" " she went on.. "Or do I lie?"

"No, II 1 said.
"Then why do you only talk to your father?

It also needed me to make you possible. "
I laughed. I love to hear her talk like that.

It lightens the effect age is having on her.
"You laugh, " she said, "But it is true. You

are my son as well as his. "
"That is true. "
"That is true?" she repeated after me.
"Yes.. " I said.
Then she asked:
"Do you know that I have a question I

want to ask you? "
"No.. " 1 said.
''yes.. " she said.. "1 have a question I want

to ask you. It is about marriage. I think Manga's
daughter will suIt you. I love her very much. Or



did you say you left a woman behind? A woman who
would be arriving here soon" l\1bedi? "

"Mother"
"Did you leave a woman behind?"
"No. "
We came to a tree that had fallen into the

river bathing its branches" creating a kind of cataract
" 'tof branches and leaves. Paddling past them wasn

easy since the river had risen. This made the current
swifter. I energetically manreuvered the canoe past
the tree and then after paddling for another few moments
we were in the beach used by the people of the village.
There are only a handful of them. In the past they
were a little numerous. But now only a few remain.
Besides Manga" who is a Duala" there are a few Ewondo
people" farmers and hunters" and a Bakoko man" a
palmwine tapper.

The morrings had already been shifted
following the rising of the water to the foot of the hill

on which the villa.ge is built. Here" my mother dis
embarked and waited for me under the cocoa trees
while I chained the canoe to a post.

A dog was barking from the village as we
climbed the hill" slowly" because it is steep. On my
shoulder I had the 'mutete l of sweet potatoes which my
mother was sending to my aunt in Duala. The dog
continued to bark. Manga is a friend of my father's.
His wife is my mother's friend. Their elder daughter
is married in Duala. The younger girl is the girl my
mother wants as her daughter-in-law. From what
she had said on the river it seemed as though she had
virtually intended her for me. She must have discussed
it with the girl I smother.

As we climbed the hill I kept on wonjering
what my rootner was thinking following what she had
asked me on the river.

When we got to the village and the dog
actually saw us" its barking became Wild" sharp;
Manga l s daughter shouted at it to shut its mouth. But
the dog refused to obey. Sometimes domestic animals
show more independence of mind than human being s
when they have been domesticated. People can be so
docile! But there are also docile pets" very dull
things. They make you pity them. Not so Manga's
dog which" standing in the centre of the compound"
continued to bark until it seemed to have satisfied
itself that we weren't hostile visitors. However, even
after it had stopped barking and had gone to lie by
its master l s chair" it continued to grumble; and the
wind was among the branches of the great trees just
behind the huts.

"You saw the evening?" my mother greeted.
"Yes" " Manga and his wife and their daughter

replied in a chorus. "We saw the evening a bit. And
you? "

"Yes l If my mother and I replied. "We too
saw the evening a bit. "

"The master of the house?" Manga's wife
asked" referring to my father as I was handing her
the 'mutete' of sweet potatoes.

"He saw the evening" " my mother said.
"He greets you all. JT

"Iyo~ " Manga said to his daughter. "Bring
chairs. "

The girl I s face looked even more pretty in
the light of the hurricane lamp on the verandah where
they were making preparations for the voyage. She
turned to go into the hut.

"No" " my mother said. "We are almost
returning. "

"Is that so?" Manga asked.
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"Yes" If my mother replied.
"Uweh! JI Manga exclaimed" looking at me.

Ilyou Western people. Did you say you were getting used
to our life? "

I laughed. "All day" " I said. "It has always
been my life. Four years in the West couldn't have
changed rne. This is home. It will always be home.
This is my life. JI

"Good to hear that," he said. "Not like
Ekongo's son in Duala. That one can no longer eat
cocoyams" nor boiled vegetables. They buy hiHl green
grasses - 11

"Salad? "
"Is that how they call tl:leln? If

"Yes" " I said.
"You Western people" If Manga said. IfIt

must be that. He eats them like a goat. "
We all laughed. Then we conversed a little

more and again Manga asked that chairs be brought
out.

"NO" " lny mother said. "We are almost
going. Endale," she said to Manga's wife" If Tell
Ngengeti" " that is" my aunt~ "that I will come down
to DUala at the beginning of the new moon. After that
I'll want us to accompany Mbedi to Buea. "

IfIs that man going to Buea? If Manga asked"
looking at me.

"Yes" " my mother said, "He's going to
work there. If

"With that cold! 1f Manga's wife said.
"But isn't he coming from the West?" my

mother asked.
"Oh yes, If Manga's wife said. "That is true.

They say there the cold hardens even rivers and people
can walk on them. It's Ekongo's son and his friends who
told us that. "

"It is true, " I said. "The cold in the West is
nothing to talk about. "

"Let l s go" " my mother said to me" and then
she sent greetings to many people - everyone of them
by name - and She asked Manga's wife to tell my aunt
that if she happened to see Mundo, a friend of hers,
she should tell her that she" Iny mother" had heard
that Dikalo was ill in Muyuka.

After that we said they should sleep well
and they wished us the san'le.

We turned away from the compound and
the light of the hurricane lamp and walked towards the

beach" descending the hill at the foot of which we had
left the c aY1.oe.

As we set out on the river the moon was
leaving the treetops and the cloudy horizon - a sad
but lovely moon, rising rapidly in the sky. And the
wind was on the river and among the trees and tall
grasses of the riverbanks. The way to the ocean and
so Inany years in the past. I thought of Manga's
daughter.

The return voyage was easier" for we were
going downstrealn and the current carried us smoothly
swiftly" towards our beach. I only had to steer the
canoe; and so I was almost idle which made it possible
for Ine to think over the question my mother had
asked me. Had I been happy in the West?

By asking trlat question she was in fact
asking me to talk of the synthesis of two contradictions:
happiness and sadness for both were present during
those days. Tne anguisn" sometimes the hunger when
all funds had been spent and one was expecting more
money which delayed. All sorts of problems. But
there were al so flowers - those we offered in the
darkness and sometimes in the day" and those we
received in petals flattened out in envelopes which
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arrived with love letters. And those tears the women
wept) tears of love) tears of doubt ... Our happiness
with messages arriving translnitted by passion on
exotic leaves and those letters written by the heart.
Etel - which was not to be) far away - and the eternal
summer!

Sometimes a future arrival was announced
and I waited) fed up with the lover I did not want to
see; but sometimes also I waited~ so eager, so ready
as the night and the arrival delayed.

But whe:l we go away we rarely return to
those encounters with strangers who later becoole our
friends. The WOlnen. The cigarettes. The alcohol and
the talk and the holding of hands and the cares sing of
arms and thighs. Faces and places. The rendezvous
and the walks between the past and the fu ture. And
our mild nostalgia even in moments of happiness. The
morning mail and the letters of the afternoon - now so
far away.

Even now I can see in my ilnagination and
feel in my body the evolution of those things \vhich t"Lleant
,so much to us) which seelned to meat... so Luuch to every
body. All those projects and promise s. Our pri.de~

almost our vanity~ and the humbling visitations of
despair!

Volcanoes erupted~ the granite volcanoes.)
and people died and the news spread on the wireless and
in the newspapers. But when the volcanoes of the heart
erupted.) we talked about it among ourselves., spreading
the news from mouth to mouth with concern and sOlnetimes
with unconcern and then it didn't go beyond our
small circle of friends; except of course when we
wrote stories about it all. ~.

Days passed. Like 'plane trees all the
aspects of time grew on. In the parks and gardens
and in the woods and along the avenues and the
boulevards) trees grew on~ then they began to lose
their leaves~ lost theln all in winter) then they began
to grow them again, growing buds and leaves, tendrils
becoming branches. And time spread out over our days
and our nights as we sat on benches or on iron chairs
in parks when we weren't in libraries or visiting one
another or in cafes or reading at home or attending a
lecture or at our typewriters) or SilUply strolling up
and down the boulevards, avenues~ streets and
alleys.

Tile cafes! Art. The newspapers. The
literary review s. And all those books, breasts,
en'lbraces and the caresses under the indulgent look
of tilne. Eu t sometirne s the shade s parched up or
silnply disappeared over us and the sky appeared
\vith its clouds and the winds that blew across our
memories were very cold, on the other side of the
ocean.

Children of my lnothers,
I have news to sell you.

Runloul' has it that an enor.L.nous elephant)
an elephant bigger than this hut,
has heen slain
in a distant land.
And since you so wish..
I shall have to go there.
I am read)'.
Come and bestow on Ine the sacred powers
the way you do \vhen a luessenger leaves,
COllle all and spit In the paldl of n1Y hand.

And without losing Iny ttme
I will take
the coveted aim by storm.
The fatigue of flight ..
the ravenous cold)
incessant longing
J will defy.

Day and night will be the same for me)
all days of the veal' will have the sanle fate.
I shall cut the best piece s
for .cny farnished clan;
for tny chief I w ill take
the pricele ss heart
of that falnous beast;
and for the WOlnan

who pounds rny fufu
I'll bring ivory trinkets.

F roo1. "Presence africaine 11

(~o. 57)
Translated by \V. Feuser



Some years later" when Mimie and I, sur
rounded by our children, stepped down on Guinean soil
again" we changed immediately from the aircraft to
the train to Kouroussa. We found my father, who had
aged a great deal. He welcomed us with a smile on the
veranda of his hut and as if wanting to tease us, saId"
"The tIme has come. "

My mother had come rushing to meet us, and
instantiy she was carryIng the smallest of our children
on her back. Not far from our compound a nag was
flying at the facade of a brightly painted buildIng wIth
simple outlines. A red" yellow and green flag.

"Whlch time, father? It I asked, pretending not
to understand what he was alludIng to.

"The time fixed by Dramouss"* he answered
with the same mocking smile.

"Is Konate around?" I asked, evading hIs
allusIon.

My father, bending down hIs head.. replied
with an embarrassed expression.. "Your friend was
accused of being Involved in the recent plot. fI

itA plot? 11 I repeated, dumbfounded.
Mimie and my mother followed our conver

sation without joining in. My children.. except the one
on my mother's back, had already mingled with my
little brothers. Children are never strangers to one
another.

"Konate" my father said in a faltering voice,
"Konate is no more. Konate has been shot by the
authorities. "

When I heard that, I burst into tears. I was
thrown into a violent inner turmoil. My head was turning
In an upsurge of revolt and my vIsion was blurred with
tears.

Camara Laye, born in 1928, is one of Africa's
greatest modern writers. His second novel, "Le regard
du Roi", 1954 (English version: "The Radiance of the
King") "removes all doubt about continuance and sig
nificance of French African Literature". (von Grune
baum). Camara Laye has often been attacked for being
Withdrawn" self-indulgent and politically uncommitted.
In his recent novel, "Dramouss" (1966), Layer s
allegory takes a decidedely political turn. In such a
way, however, that his latest development will hardly
endear him to his country's present rulers, whose
secularism is his main area of attach. Camara Laye' s
three novels have been published by PIon, Paris. The
passage which follows is the last chapter from
"DramousS"(pp.241-246).
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"But father, If I said wiping my eyes, "what about

Bilal! . .. Bilall is he re, !sn' t he? ff

My father clenched his teeth. Again he looked
at me, then lowered his head and answered turning aside,
"He, "too, has been a victim of the plot. tt

We sat for a while, our hearts flooded with the
rain of sadness. After saying a few words of consol
ation, my father contInued, "Since your departure many
of your friends have been slain. Many people are in
prIson. Many otners have fled eIther to Senegal or to
the Ivory Coast, to LiberIa, SIerra Leone, and other
neighbouring countrIes. "

He fell silent. We renlained thoughtful for a
while. "Why have I come back?" I thought. "Me too, I'll
get killed lIke the others. "

In the yard of the compound, a mother-hen
clucking away, her feathers abrIstle, was walkIng non
chalantly among her chIcks. Suddenly a sparrow-hawk
whIch had been cIrcling In the sky over the compound
for some tIme" dived down into the void. We saw It
for a few seconds only. When it soared skyward agaIn,
we realised wIth a heavy heart that one of the chIcks
was beIng carrIed off In Its talons. The chick gave off
faInt shrIeks which came over to us as If muffled by
the dIstance and by the talons of the bird of prey.

"No, no! ft my father suddenly exclaimed with
a gesture of protest. "Our regime shoots our children
for a yes or for a no. And this damned sparrow-hawk
carrIes off my poultry when we haven't any meat or
even a grain of rice left In this country! f1

In a great burst of anger, but a kind of anger
more inside him than apparent on the surface (as I
could read on hIs face), my father stealthily dug a
hand Into the pocket of hIs caftan. He brought out a
strIng of beads which he waved in the directIon of
the hawk. The robber had gained height and was
about to alIght on top of the old silk-cotton tree to
devour his prey.

"Sala moune gawlan mine Rabine Rahimine,
adjib ly ya Kachafa ya Ilou, Wal Djlni Alga Atou Blntou
Maimouna" **

My father pronounced those words dIstincUy
each time a bead of his rosary passed through hIs
fIngers. He sat deeply burIed in hIs prayer, and we
watched hIm apprehensively, not knowing hIs Intention.

Suddenly, even before he had finished fingerIng
hIs string of beads, the hawk, as if summoned (or to
put It more strongly: as If attracted by a magnet) towards
ground level, flapped Its wings, then gliding for a
moment in our directIon suddenly dIved agaIn Into the
voId and landed wIthin reach of my father's hand. The
old man hastily put hIs beads back in his pocket" seized
the hawk.. and grab bed the chick from its talons. He
pIcked up a reed from the ground - there are always
some stray ones lyIng around in our compound - and
dealt the hawk three blows wIth it. As If pleased wIth
himself, he crIed" "Away wIth you, you rascal of a bird
• •• you thief! "

When the bird flew off, I looked down: the

* SpIrit of Light Who in a dreal1'l vision nas predicted to
the narrator hIs country's gloomy future, finally to be
relieved by the glorious comIng of the "Black Lion".
(transl. rs note)

** "God, I call on Thee through the intercessIon of
BIntou, the daughter of the jinn Maimouna, a..'1d by her
lord Rouhanla Ya Kachafa Ya liou. "
The presence of the spirit "Rouhania" is invoked by
him who makes the prayer only to neutralise any
evil effect Bintou's Intercession might have. (author)



followed him. And then he suddenly said,
"If all luen and all women instead of wnlling

away their days making infantile speeches, dedicated the
same time to the worship of the Most Higtl, our country
would be far from this misery. Now the I\1ost High wUI
punish them for years to come before He will let .dis
memory and Efis Blessing descend upon thelTI. I1

f1 H is blessing" is that what you're sa:ying,
Father? II

"Yes" His blessing on this land which is going
astray. When the Black Lion comes" I shall be no luore. "

"The Black Lion? " I questioned.
"Yes" the heroic and wise Black Lion \vhom you

know as much as I do. Legality will also return. And
then you will be reconciled with yourselves and with
others. Even with the country vvhoselanguage you speak.
I anl saying this: if such is Allah's will" blessed be
his name! "
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chick, though somewhat benumbed, giddy and limping,
nevertheless chirped when running towards the lllother-

hen.
"Father, " I sighed, not finding a word to say · · ·
"Yes" " he said, "that's how we sometilnes

call our far-away sons. Even the one who lives in Paris
and who" like you, occasionally puts in a sudden appear-

ance."
He smiled for a moment. Mimie was dumb-

founded. My mother smiled and seemed proud of her

husband.
"And that's all there's to it? It I ventured to

ask.
"Yes. Those words have much power. When a

man has spoken up for God, acted for God, and like my
self has spent his life alone in the bush in His honour, if
he has done all that for God's sake, God hears him when

he speaks to Him. "
With a gesture of revolt he rose and walked

towards the hut which was to be mine. I followed him. We "Amina! Anlina!" I responded.

Trnsl.
Willfried Feuser

Grabbing myoId quari game
my konky and grandfather's name
and old tales of Ananse,
I came back
sweat-stained and black
to find the village
of my ancestors,
where hoe in hand
they had gone out
to the green green land,
and where women
had laughed in the sun
and walked, baby on back,
to living market
that screamed life and joy
to heaven and god
that meant stable stones
to tribe and community;
where old men had played owari,
(as Time himself might play games),

under village trees,
and old women pounded the:m
yam fufu with rhythms
Tilne has not forgotten,
and children had thrown shrill voices
over the living compound.

But I ... I could only recall
a tirlle of disruption and fall
when men in ships came,
when great great empires fell
and African was persuaded to sell
brother African
for a potage of London gin
and trinkets and guns
out of Greed
that held no place
in their world of things.
The se were troubled time s:
hoes turned to battle-axes,
yam -fields to battle -fields,
and young men to frightened fugitives;
luanliness was no more
a thousand yams grown,
manliness was then
ten young enslaved
for men in ships
that came,
and African stalked African
like man the beast
in the bush.

Grabbing llly old thing s, and black,
tear-joy -filled I came back;
some brothers said I did not belong,
that my only real relation
was back on the plantation
where African blood
had flowed to make
brown-gold dust for Europe,
and they said that I
did not speak their language
and that they had other gods
and past was past
and rotten rotten
only to be forgotten
and I felt
that these too were
troubled tilne s
WI1en we have not yet
comprehended the eternity
in past and pre sent
a sour ance stor s
sitting in village circles
on a village conlpound
discussing farms and destinies
and building with hands,
which, too generous,
welcomed the pale stranger;
when we have not yet
comprehended the past
in our funny sweat-filled
effort to escape it.




